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A key goal in modern neurobiology is to understand the molecular and cellular mechanisms
underlying learning and memory. To that end, it is essential to identify the patterns of gene
expression and the temporal sequence of molecular events associated with learning and memory
processes. Further, in order to advance our knowledge of the evolution of processes that mediate
behaviour, we need to understand how these molecular and cellular events vary between
organisms. In vertebrates, the acquisition and extinction of a learned response is characterized by
distinct phases of molecular activity involving gene transcription, protein synthesis, structural
change, and long-term maintenance of such structural change in the nervous system. The firebellied toad, Bombina orientalis, is a basal anuran whose neural architecture and molecular
pathways may help us describe shared and divergent characteristics of learning and memory
mechanisms between amphibians and mammals, and thus help answer questions about the
evolution of learning in vertebrates. Utilizing next generation sequencing techniques, I profiled
gene expression patterns in the brain of the fire-bellied toad after the acquisition and extinction
of prey-catching conditioning, following either short or long training. This allowed me to

describe the time-course of learning-related gene expression as well as compare transcriptomic
profiles associated with acquisition learning, extinction learning, and resistance to extinction.
Differential gene expression following acquisition and extinction training revealed activity in
molecular pathways related to neural plasticity (e.g. immediate early genes activity, cytoskeletal
modification, axonogenesis, apoptotic processes, mitogen activated protein kinase
(MAPK)/GTPase signaling pathways). Further, mechanisms unique to extinction learning and
resistance to extinction were found in inhibitory signaling pathways (e.g. chromatin mediated
transcriptional suppression, inhibitory neurotransmission, suppression of molecular signaling
cascades). While some of these gene expression patterns are similar to those found in mammals
submitted to conditioning, many interesting divergent profiles were seen, highlighting potential
differences in the mechanisms of learning and memory among tetrapods. Ultimately, this
approach has allowed us to describe not only gene expression associated with learning, but also a
core set of putative learning related genes in B. orientalis which supports the hypothesis of a
general conservation of learning mechanisms between anuran amphibian and mammals.
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NOMENCLATURE
Note on nomenclature:
The first two phases of long-term potentiation (LTP) are associated with different terms
depending on specialized areas of study. In the LTP literature, induction and expression are used
to denote the early and late phases of memory storage. Conversely, in the extinction learning
literature the terms acquisition and consolidation are commonly used to describe the same
temporal events. The first event is a protein synthesis-independent short-term change to synaptic
efficacy, while the second, downstream event is gene expression and protein synthesis which
leads to long-term stable changes to the neuron. For clarity with relation to cited material, I use
the term which matches the respective literature. In chapter 2, induction and expression are used,
while acquisition and consolidation are used for chapters 3 & 4. Lastly, to prevent confusion
with other terms (i.e. acquisition learning), all terms referring to LTP phases are in italics.

xv

1 Chapter 1: Background
1.1 General introduction to learning and memory
Broadly defined, learning is the flexible change in behavior that comes as a result of
experience (Mackintosh, 1974; Rudy, 2014). Extrinsic and intrinsic sensory information is
assimilated into a scaffold of memories established in neuronal networks and these
modifications can be used to guide subsequent behavioral or physiological responses. Learned
responses vary from the modification of simple reflexes by non-associative mechanisms to
changes in goal-directed behavior based on previous experience by associative mechanisms
(Fanselow & Poulos, 2005).
Non-associative learning refers to changes in response strength as a result of exposure to
stimuli (de Wit & Dickinson, 2009) and represents a stimulus-response process. Early
investigations from Eric Kandel’s group in the Sea Hare, Aplysia californica, helped define the
non-associative learning processes of habituation and sensitization (Kandel, 1976; 2001).
Kandel used the stereotyped gill-withdrawal behaviour of Aplysia to describe the neural
processes that mediate non-associative learning mechanisms. These processes essentially
represent opposing mechanisms; habituation is the decline in response to a stimulus after
repeated exposure, whereas sensitization is the increase in response probability after repeated
exposure. Conversely, associative learning is the process of forming associations between
temporally and spatially contiguous events or stimuli. There are two types of associative
learning which are generally studied using two different conditioning paradigms. Pavlovian (or
classical) conditioning refers to the creation of an association between a biologically relevant
unconditioned stimulus (US) and a non-relevant conditioned stimulus (CS) such that the CS
comes to elicit the same unconditioned response (UR) as the relevant stimulus (i.e. a
conditioned response: CR). Instrumental (or operant) conditioning refers to learning where the
increase, or decrease, in CR probability is a function of the previous outcome of the CR
(Mackintosh, 1974; Hall & Rodriguez, 2017). Such learning represents the contingent
modification of behaviour based on past outcomes; it is an Action-Outcome process (for a
review see Graybiel, 2008).
Instrumental learning is a flexible process. If the conditioned response is no longer
sensitive to changing reward (or punishment) contingencies, the behaviour is now inflexible
and persists, irrespective of outcome. Dickinson (1983) was the first to suggest that two
cognitive systems underlie flexible vs. inflexible instrumental behaviour, the distinction
between the two characterized by sensitivity to reward devaluation. First, goal-directed
behaviour is characterized by flexible performance which is directly modified by the response
outcome: for example, ceasing to respond during a learning task once the reward is omitted.
Second, inflexible behaviour is characterized by persistence of response after reward
devaluation or omission. With extended training, a transition from goal-oriented flexible
behaviour to habit-like inflexible responses can happen. Such inflexible behaviour can be
advantageous because it allows for accurate and rapid responses to familiar stimuli or events.
While much is known about the systems level control of flexible/inflexible responding (Rubin
1

et al., 2014; Gusnard et al., 2003), still lacking is a detailed description of the underlying
molecular events.
1.1.1 Molecular correlates of learning and memory
Our understanding of the molecular correlates of learning and memory comes from a
large body of literature that started with work on Aplysia californica, Caenorhabditis elegans
and Drosophila melanogaster (Kandel & Schwartz, 1982; Sokolowski, 2001; Kaletta &
Hengartner, 2006). At the level of the neuron, learning is mediated by changes in the efficacy
of synaptic transmission (Castillo, 2012; Squire, et al., 2012), underlain by modulation of many
molecular mechanisms of signal transduction, which are conserved between invertebrates and
mammals (For reviews see Bailey, et al., 1996; Cayre, et al., 2002; Kandel, et al., 2014).
Kandel (1976) and his colleagues were the first to describe the molecular pathways
underlying synaptic changes that follow learning in invertebrates and termed the mechanism
long-term facilitation (LTF). They were able to show that a single sensitizing stimulus applied
to the Aplysia tail (electric shock) increased synaptic strength in a sensory-motor circuit
mediating the gill withdrawal reflex. Such stimulation results in the release of serotonin from
modulatory interneurons onto sensory neurons and this leads to a cyclic-AMP (cAMP)
mediated second-messenger cascade, resulting in greater release of pre-synaptic glutamate
upon subsequent sensory stimulation. Kandel (2001) further showed that sustained activation of
5-HT receptors results in cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) recruiting mitogen activated
protein kinase (MAPK) to the nucleus where it activates a transcriptional cascade beginning
with the transcription factor cAMP response element-binding protein (CREB-1). This early
cAMP-mediated second messenger cascade and late MAPK signaling pathway illustrate that
LTF involves a short-term phase and a long-term phase, differentiated by transient or persistent
stimulation. Kandel’s team eventually turned to investigating learning in mammals and found
that the underlying mechanism of memory induction and consolidation in mammals is similar
to that of Aplysia (for a review see Luscher and Malenka, 2012). This mechanism was termed
long-term potentiation (LTP) and was initially observed and described by the Norwegian
physiologist Terje Lomo in 1966 while working on short-term memory in the rabbit (Lomo,
1966; Bliss and Lomo, 1973; Lomo 2003). LTF and LTP show parallel processes of synaptic
potentiation and depression underling memory induction, consolidation, and maintenance.
Early research done on LTF in invertebrate models thus laid the groundwork for understanding
the molecular correlates of learning in vertebrates.
Two phases of LTP are named based on the temporal expression of their processes; ELTP represents an early process underlying transient changes to the synapse and L-LTP is a
downstream, late, process that relies on gene expression (for a review see Lynch, 2004). This
sequence of molecular events can be further separated into distinct temporal phases: induction
(also termed acquisition) is the initial event that triggers E-LTP, expression (also termed
consolidation) is the beginning of L-LTP and is an established change in synaptic transmission,
and maintenance is the process of stabilizing the change in synaptic transmission over time
(Abraham and Williams, 2003; Reymann et al., 2007; Schaefer, et al., 2017). Induction of longterm memory formation is independent of protein synthesis and is instead mediated by post2

translational modifications such as the depolymerization and lengthening of actin cytoskeletal
elements in axons and dendrites (Lynch, et al., 2007; Rudy, 2015a). Induction also involves
activity-dependent Ca+2 second messenger signaling cascades which lead to the recruitment of
AMPA receptors to the post-synaptic density, as well as activation of the MAPK-CREB
pathway which will result in learning-related gene transcription (Kandel, 2012). These early
memory processes begin the events leading to long-term changes in the strength of synaptic
transmission. Learning-related changes in neuroarchitecture also involve modification of larger
neuronal structures by neurite growth or pruning, and possibly the birth and differentiation of
new neurons in brain regions that display adult neurogenesis (Cameron & Glover, 2015;
Augusto-Oliveira, et al., 2019). After induction, the phases of expression and maintenance of
the change in synaptic transmission are needed for the consolidation of long-term memory.
Expression depends on the establishment of mechanisms that potentiate synaptic efficacy. For
example, AMPA receptors recruited to the post-synaptic density during induction are
phosphorylated, leading to increased conductance post-synaptically. Additionally, the
availability of neurotransmitters is increased pre-synaptically by increasing the number of
synaptic vesicles available (Abraham & Williams, 2003). Maintenance of long-term synaptic
change is the last phase of LTP and it involves sustained gene expression and protein synthesis.
Waves of delayed expression of many genes relating to signal transduction (camk2a),
cytoskeletal organization (arc) and transcriptional regulation (c-fos & egr-1) have been
implicated in the persistence of synaptic changes and memories (Katche, et al., 2010; Lisman,
et al., 2012). Functionally, the maintenance phase involves stabilizing the increase in AMPA
receptors at synapses, as well as structural stabilization of synaptic modifications, such as
synaptic enlargement (Desmond, & Levy, 1986; Stewart, et al., 2000; Blitzer, 2005; Rudy,
2015b). Ultimately, this results in long-term, stable changes to the post-synaptic density which
is thought to underlie information storage in the brain.
1.1.2 Vertebrate evolution of neuroplasticity
Long-term potentiation (LTP) is generally considered the main cellular correlate of
learning and memory (for a review see Abraham et al., 2019), and while much is known about
the molecular pathways underlying LTP in some vertebrates, specifically mammals, there is
still much to be learned about gene expression patterns across other vertebrate groups (Malenka
& Bear, 2004). The murine models provide arguably the most thorough information related to
molecular mechanisms associated with LTP; indeed, much of our current knowledge of the
molecular correlates of learning come from the mouse and rat literature (Nicoll, 2017).
However, gene expression underlying LTP in other vertebrate groups highlights interesting
similarities and differences, hinting at possible divergent evolution of learning and memory
mechanisms.
LTP in mammals generally begins with presynaptic glutamate release which activates
N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors. This leads to a calcium mediated signalling cascade
involving protein kinases and transcription factors, all of which results in the long-term
maintenance of newly recruited AMPA receptors at the synapse (For a review see Malenka and
Nicholl, 1999). Gene expression patterns and molecular pathways underlying LTP show many
similarities between mammals and other vertebrate groups. In teleost fish, for example, the
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same mammalian NMDA receptors are found in the telencephalon and are involved in calciumdependent signalling cascades underlying LTP (For a review see Hurtado-Parrado, 2010).
Further, many early and late response genes associated with learning in mammals are also
activated following learning events in fish (e.g. egr-1, c-fos, grin1b, arc, camk2; Rajan et al.,
2011; Bosch et al., 1995; Ruhl et al., 2017; Braida et al., 2014; Mans et al., 2018), and such
conservation is also found in birds (NMDAr: Tiunova et al., 2016 and refences therein; egr-1:
Gentner et al., 2001; Jarvis and Mello, 2000; bdnf: Wang et al., 2019; c-fos: Coppola and
Bingman, 2020 and references therein), and even in amphibians (e.g. gria1, gria4, fgf12,
calm1: Minota et al., 1991; Liu et al., 2020). Finally, conservation in both gene expression and
molecular mechanisms related to plasticity is also evident in turtles, which are used as an in
vitro model of LTP (e.g. NMDAr/VDCC signaling: Kinney & Slater, 1993, Munoz et al., 1998;
egr-1: Mokin & Keifer, 2005 ; bdnf: Zheng & Keifer, 2020).
Even though gene expression associated with LTP appears generally conserved in
vertebrates, analysis of comparative models is beginning to highlight important differences that
suggest divergent evolution in the underlying molecular pathways. For example, LTP induction
in zebrafish was found to be solely dependant on NMDAr activation, which differs from
mammalian LTP dependent on activation of NMDAr and voltage-gated calcium channels (Nam
et al., 2004; Morgan and Teyler, 2001). Further, NMDAr function in pigeons has been
suggested to only be involved in the expression of inhibitory learning (Gokhan et al., 2017).
The apparent conservation of molecular pathways associated with learning and memory across
vertebrates, coupled with some interesting differences, highlight the potential usefulness of a
comparative genomic approach to study the evolution of learning.
1.1.3 Bombina orientalis
Anuran amphibians, while generally understudied in terms of learning and memory, are capable
of several forms of learning (e.g. Schmajuk, Segura, & Reboreda 1980; Daneri, Papini, &
Muzio, 2007; Mitchell & McCormick, 2013; Ramsay, et al., 2013; Miller, Page, & Bernal,
2018). The fire-bellied toad Bombina orientalis is a semi-aquatic anuran amphibian with a
native range reaching from south-eastern Russia through northern China into Korea
(Korotkova, 1978). A member of the Bombinatoridae, a group which occupies a near basal
position in anuran phylogeny (Yu, et al., 2007), B. orientalis follows a typical anuran life
history with aquatic larvae and terrestrial adults, unlike the more established anuran models of
the Xenopus genus which are derived aquatic specialists. Little is known about the ecology of
B. orientalis, other than its semi-temperate range and that, as a generalist insectivore, it is
known to predate upon lepidopteran larva. B. orientalis offers a closer comparison with
amniotes than phylogenetically more distant models, such as invertebrates or teleost fishes and
shows extensive homology in brain structure with mammals (Laberge & Roth, 2007). B.
orientalis possess a stereotyped prey-catching response and learn to modify this prey catching
response based on food reinforcement (Jenkin & Laberge, 2010; Ramsay and Laberge, 2013).
Their phylogenetic position as a basal tetrapod, and brain homology, may help establish the
ancestral tetrapod condition for brain structure and behavioral capacity, allowing us to address
questions about the evolution of learning and memory.
4

1.1.4 Transcriptomic profiling using early and late gene expression
The unique total RNA expression profile of a tissue or cell is called the transcriptome
(Mutz et al., 2013). While an organism’s DNA holds all its genetic information, the
transcriptome represents a specific temporal and spatial pattern of gene expression. The
transcriptome is a snapshot of localized gene expression whose temporal resolution makes it a
useful tool for looking at brain activity. For example, it allows for the description of patterns of
gene co-regulation, which can be used to infer function if two or more genes have similar
expression patterns, as well as quantification of transcript abundance (Serin et al., 2016).
Importantly, it can also be used to model the temporal changes in expression within a tissue or
a cell type following a learning event.
Accurate learning-related gene expression analysis is predicated on the ability to
capture transcriptional signatures of cellular activities functionally linked to learning. Thus, the
design of a behavioural assay to study the learning transcriptome must be amenable to
capturing activity related to the different phases of learning. To do so, multiple time-points
must be sampled that capture progressive changes in gene expression involved in learning. In
general, temporal patterns of gene expression fall into two categories, early response and late
response. Genes which fall into the early response group are called Immediate Early Genes
(IEGs) and are defined by a rapid and transient activation which is not dependent on proteinsynthesis (for a review see Gallo et al., 2018). Conversely, late response genes are generally
downstream of IEG activation and require protein synthesis to exert their functions. These
different temporal response patterns are important because they allow the temporal resolution
to measure brain activity associated with a learning event and inference of functional molecular
pathways.
While the timing of gene expression is best known for IEG’s, late-expressed genes also
have a variable range of temporal expression. Gene expression involved in learning in the
murine models (Mus musculus & Rattus norvegicus) provide a starting point for deciding
which molecular pathways are integral to learning and estimating expression time-courses. For
example, Berke et al. (1998) showed the upregulation of around thirty early genes involved in
learning following stimulation of rat striatal dopamine D1 receptors, with peak expression
ranging from two to three hours post stimulation. Further, O’Sullivan et al. (2007) and Igaz et
al. (2006) showed changes in peak gene expression ranging from three to twenty-four hours
following learning in the rat hippocampus; with a majority of genes involved in synaptic
transmission and cell signaling, metabolism, and synaptogenesis. Thus, if one aims to describe
temporal patterns of gene expression associated with learning, multiple time points assessing
early, and late gene expression events must be carefully chosen.
1.1.5 Hypothesis and predictions
The central hypothesis of my project is that gene expression associated with learning is
generally conserved from anurans to mammals. In order to evaluate this hypothesis, I analyzed
differential brain gene expression at multiple time points following acquisition and extinction
of a prey-catching response in Bombina orientalis. The first analysis involved describing the
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temporal profile of gene expression following a conditioned prey catching learning event, at an
early, intermediate, and late timepoint. I expected temporal gene expression profiles after
conditioning in B. orientalis to show similar patterns as in mammalian learning, specifically
relating to IEG expression and the transcriptional regulation associated with neuroplasticity.
The second analysis dealt with the transcriptomic profiles of differential gene expression
related to the acquisition and extinction of conditioned prey-catching behaviour. In mammals,
extinction learning involves a ‘new’ learning event underlain by molecular mechanisms similar
to normal learning, as well as activation of unique inhibitory pathways that obstruct the original
response (Berman & Dudai, 2001; Quirk & Mueller, 2008). I hypothesized conservation of
these extinction learning mechanisms in tetrapod vertebrates, and thus predicted a similar
pattern in B. orientalis. Hence, while I expected to see plasticity-related pathway similarity
(e.g. IEG expression, structural modification, and transcriptional regulation) between
acquisition and extinction training, I also expected to see specific differences related to
GABAergic inhibitory neurotransmission following extinction training. Finally, the third
analysis further described the molecular pathways underlying learning by comparing gene
expression profiles following extinction training in normal and overtrained toads. Overtraining
the prey catching conditioned response leads to resistance to extinction in B. orientalis
(Ramsay et al., 2013). In mammals, it is thought that resistance to extinction is caused by
failure to activate pathways related to the ‘new’ learning engaged by extinction training, as well
as inhibition of synaptic transmission (Herry & Mons, 2004). Auber et al., (2013), suggested
that failure may be a result of the prevention of memory destabilization following its retrieval
(for a review see Kida, 2019), although the authors provide no mechanism. Hence, I
hypothesize that gene expression following extinction training in extinction resistant animals is
not associated with learning and memory mechanisms. Over-training of the prey-catching
response will result in inhibition of the molecular pathways activated during the induction
phase of learning, precluding a genomic response related to learning. Further, I expect to see
enriched gene expression related to suppression or inhibition of normal synaptic plasticity
pathways during the induction phase in overtrained toads.
1.1.6 Project analyses
This project consisted of three interrelated analyses, the first (Chapter 2) dealt with the
temporal profile of gene expression following acquisition of a conditioned behaviour, the
second (Chapter 3) with differences in gene expression following acquisition and extinction of
a conditioned behaviour, and the third (Chapter 4) with transcriptomic profiles following
extinction training between toads previously submitted to a short or long amount of preycatching conditioning. In order to accomplish this, two RNA-sequencing experiments were
performed, the first dealt with the time-course of gene expression following acquisition
(Chapter 2) and the second with a truncated time-course of gene expression following
extinction in either short- or long-trained toads (Chapter 3/4). The first analysis was done using
an initial de novo transcriptome assembled from the first RNA-seq dataset, while the other two
analyses used an updated de novo assembly created using both RNA-seq datasets.
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2 Chapter 2: Temporal profile of brain gene expression
after prey catching conditioning in an anuran amphibian
2.1 Introduction
This first experiment describes the temporal sequence of gene expression in the brain
following an appetitive conditioning task. Activity-dependent changes to neuronal connectivity
and synaptic efficacy underlie leaning and memory at both short and long time scales (for a
review see Schaefer et al., 2017 & Lamprecht, 2014). Experience-driven information
processing allows for adaptive behavioural changes that can last for minutes or years and such
processing can be split into distinct functional sequences of molecular events. During the initial
induction phase of learning, stimulation activates existent protein stores in the neuron, which
can modulate transient changes to transmitter release or receptor availability, changing synaptic
efficacy over the short-term. With persistent stimulation, learning moves into an expression
phase where gene transcription and de novo protein synthesis-dependent mechanisms are
activated, resulting in stable structural changes in both pre- and post-synaptic sites, if
maintained. The last phase of learning is referred to as maintenance and it involves further
transcriptional activity and protein synthesis resulting in persistent structural changes and
receptor concentrations (e.g. postsynaptic glutamate receptors; for a review see Abraham and
Williams, 2003). One of the challenges of describing the molecular correlates of learning is
identifying the pathway components involved in this induction-expression-maintenance
process. Hence, by profiling gene expression at different times following a learning event, the
temporal sequence of molecular events underlying these different phases can be assessed. Here,
my objective was to establish the timing of molecular responses that follow a learning event in
an amphibian in order to compare against other vertebrate models.
I used a previously developed prey-catching conditioning task to initiate gene expression
and assessed whole-brain gene expression by transcriptomic analysis at different time points
following conditioning. The initial steps of short-term memory formation occur immediately
after a learning event, and as such, transcriptomic analysis is not amenable to such short-term
changes mediating early plasticity. Given that immediate early gene (IEG) expression is
consistently associated with learning in vertebrates (Jarvis, Mello, & Nottebohm, 1995;
Guzowski, et al., 2001; Mokin & Keifer, 2005), and is activated very quickly and transiently,
time-points must be considered which capture both IEG expression as well as related
downstream genes whose expression depends on IEGs. Many IEGs are expressed as early as 30
minutes following a learning event and can persist for up to 4-6 hours. Furthermore, there is
evidence that structural changes of the neuron are still taking place for long periods after a
learning event in mammals and late phase IEG activity appears to be a critical component for
long-term memory persistence. For instance, c-fos shows late expression linked to the
persistence of fear memory (Bekinschtein, et al., 2008; Katche, et al., 2010; Hertler, et al.,
2016). Therefore, early (2 hours), intermediate (4 hours), and late timepoints were included (24
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hours) in my study. If the underlying molecular pathways are conserved from anurans to
mammals, I expect to see similar changes in transcription over time following conditioning.
This study serves as a foundational step for investigating the molecular correlates of learning in
B. orientalis and provides a new vertebrate model for the comparative study of the molecular
mechanisms of learning and memory.

2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Animals
To quantify gene expression following conditioning, I trained fire-bellied toads on a
prey catching task in which the modification of a snapping response toward a visual prey
stimulus by the administration of food reward was previously shown to involve learning
(Ramsay, et al., 2013). Animals were purchased from National Reptile Supply (Mississauga,
ON) and housed in glass terrariums of 37 x 22 x 25 cm in dimension. Temperature was held
constant at 210C, and a 12/12 h light-dark photoperiod was maintained with light onset at 7 h.
Terrariums were furnished with a rock-gravel substrate, broken clay pot pieces and large flat
rocks for cover. The substrate was kept moist and the animals had constant access to water in a
bowl. Prior to behavioral assays, toads were fed juvenile crickets (Acheta domesticus) dusted
with vitamin and calcium supplements weekly, ad libitum. Individual toads were identified
based on dorsal patterns of coloration. All procedures were approved by the University of
Guelph animal care committee (animal utilization protocol #3590) under guidance from the
Canadian Council on Animal Care.
2.2.2 Testing area
Behavioral assays were performed in a Bussey-Saksida rodent touch screen chamber
running the ABET II software (Lafayette Instrument, Lafayette, IN, USA; Figure 1). Each
chamber wall and the touch screen were covered with matte vinyl coverings adhering to the
interior surfaces to prevent the toads from reacting to their own reflections. At the end of every
testing session, the Plexiglas floor and screen surfaces were cleaned with a 5% Tergazyme™
solution and rinsed with distilled water to remove mucus build-up left by the toads. The visual
stimulus used to stimulate toad prey catching was an 8 x 3 cm video of moving crickets against
a white background previously used for similar conditioning experiments (Ramsay, et al.,
2013), located in the center-bottom portion of the monitor flush with the floor of the enclosure.
The video was displayed using ABET VideoTouch version 2.18.10.2 (Lafayette Instruments,
Lafayette, IN, USA).
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Figure 1: Training area for prey-catching conditioning. Toads were required to touch the prey
stimulus five times, at which point the video was turned off and the toad was fed a cricket (Photo
by V. Lewis).
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2.2.3 Conditioning
Prior to conditioning, each toad was gently handled for 1 minute once per day over five
days, followed by one shaping trial, and two days of rest. Shaping consisted of placing a toad in
the touch screen chamber for one minute, with hand feeding of one cricket after 30 s. No video
stimulus was playing during shaping trials. All toads included in the genomics analysis
successfully completed shaping (consuming the cricket presented) on their first attempt.
Conditioning was done over two sessions, each consisting of six trials. The trials within each
session were separated by an inter-trial interval (ITI) of 3 min, while the inter-session interval
(ISI) was set to 30 minutes. A preliminary experiment showed that a 30-minute ISI was
sufficient to see a significant change in prey catching performance between two conditioning
sessions (Supplementary Figure S1-1). Each trial consisted of a ratio-5 reinforcement schedule
where toads were required to snap five times at the cricket video stimulus before manual
administration of a cricket reward by the experimenter. All trials involved placing a toad in the
arena facing the video stimulus from a distance of 15 cm and given two minutes to complete
the task. The time it took toads to execute the five snaps (i.e. latency to task completion) was
measured. Toads were placed temporarily in a separate container between trials and sessions.
To ensure high prey catching activity, toads were not fed for seven days before shaping and the
size of cricket rewards administered during conditioning was kept small to minimize satiation.
Following completion of acquisition conditioning sessions, only toads whose
performance improved by a pre-defined amount were selected for the next phase of the
experiment. RNA-seq sample size was limited due to cost constraints; hence, rejection of poor
performers was necessary. This performance criterion was based on the average change in
performance (i.e. decreased latency to task completion) between the first and second sessions
(Figure 2). Toads which showed less than 20% decrease in average latency between acquisition
sessions were rejected.
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Figure 2: Prey catching conditioning results for first RNA-seq experiment. (A) Percent decrease
in latency to five snaps from session one to session two for each toad. The dashed line represents
the rejection threshold, which was set to 1 standard deviation below the mean of two previous 2session acquisition experiments (n = 20; 37% ± 15%; Lewis, unpublished). Red bars are two
rejected toads that were not used for transcriptomic analysis. Only toads showing a ≥20%
decrease in latency between sessions 1 and 2 were used for transcriptomic analysis. (B) Mean
prey-catching performance over 2 sessions of 6 trials for trained toads included in the study.
Error bars represent ± Standard Deviation. The decrease in latency between sessions is
statistically significant (Paired t-test: t = 9.07, df = 8, p < 0.01).
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2.2.4 Time-course conditioning
For the first experiment, the temporal pattern of gene expression following conditioning
was studied by sacrificing groups of toads (n = 3 per group) at three time points post-training. I
chose to assess brain gene expression at 2, 4, and 24 h post-conditioning to evaluate gene
expression associated with the induction, expression and maintenance phases of long-term
memory. Sacrifice timepoints were based on time elapsed from the start of the first
conditioning trial in the first training session. Each toad was returned to its home terrarium
during the interval between the end of conditioning and sacrifice. Control toads (n = 3) were
housed with the conditioned toads, and handled daily, but never experienced the touch-screen
chamber and were sacrificed immediately after being removed from the terrarium. I faced
important constraints in the choice of controls. First, I could not use unpaired controls within
the time period of 2 h before sampling of the first group of toads because Ramsay, et al., (2013)
showed that unpairing the prey catching response and cricket administration by 5 min was
insufficient to prevent an improvement in prey catching performance with training. In fact,
longer delays of 1 h and 1 day had to be used to demonstrate that learning was involved in
modification of the innate prey catching response. Second, because prey catching toward a
moving prey stimulus is an innate response, a control procedure where toads exposed to the
cricket stimulus would not be rewarded could produce aversive learning and thus would not be
a good control. Third, similar to exposure to the cricket stimulus on its own, controls that
would simply be put into the experimental context without the video stimulus playing and
without cricket administration could also produce aversive learning because I have observed
regularly that fire-bellied toads put into a restricted space try to escape if nothing is there to
capture their attention. In the end, I chose to use unexposed controls as the best method to
assess gene expression induced by the prey catching conditioning procedure. This method
allows only the assessment of gene candidates that could be associated with learning, and I
verified the likelihood that the expression of these gene candidates was involved in learning by
comparison with other studies (see Discussion). However, I also analyzed extinction learning to
assess gene expression associated with learning more directly (see Chapters 3 and 4).
2.2.5 Statistical analysis
Generalized estimating equations (GEE) was used to analyze changes in response
latencies following conditioning. The GEE is a semi-parametric extension of the general linear
model for analyzing longitudinal data. A GEE ignores the within-subject covariance structure
by averaging across all subjects and only models the mean response (Hilbe & Hardin, 2008). I
chose to use this test given that the data did not meet the assumptions of normality and
homogeneity of variance.
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2.2.6 Dissection
Before sacrifice, toads were anesthetized by immersion in a 0.05% solution of tricaine
methanesulfonate (Argent Chemical Laboratories, Redmond, WA, USA) until loss of reaction
to a leg pinch (about 5 min). Thereafter, the head was cut, and the brain was quickly dissected
(~10 min) from a ventral approach in a physiological Ringer’s solution consisting of Na+ 129
mM, K+ 4 mM, Ca 2+ 2.4 mM, Mg2+ 1.4 mM, Cl- 115 mM, HCO3- 25 mM, and glucose 10 mM.
Cranial nerves, the pituitary gland and the dura mater were removed before transfer of the brain
in 700 ul of TRIzol™ (Life Technologies Inc., Carlsbad, CA, USA) followed by freezing on
dry ice. The whole brain was used from the olfactory bulbs to the caudal hindbrain, excluding
the spinal cord. Therefore, the pathways responsible for control of prey catching behaviour
(e.g. midbrain: Ewert, 1967; medulla: Takei, et al., 1987; Matesz, et al., 2014) and their
potential modification by learning or other processes (e.g. Carr, et al., 2002) were all included
in the analysis of molecular responses.
2.2.7 RNA extraction
To isolate brain tissue RNA, brains were thawed and ground up using a pestle in a 1.5
ml Eppendorf tube before a modified TRIzol™ extraction protocol was used (see
Supplementary material section 2: RNA extraction protocol). Extracted RNA was cleaned up
using the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen, Venlo, Netherlands) before samples were stored at -80oC.
RNA concentration and quality were respectively assessed using the Nanodrop1500 (Thermo
Scientific) and the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies; RIN ≥ 1.9; Supplementary
material section 2: figure S2-1 & table S2-1). Library preparations and sequencing for both
RNA-seq experiments were done by The Hospital for Sick Children’s Center for Applied
Genomics (Toronto, ON). Libraries were poly-a filtered and 125 bp strand specific, paired-end
sequenced reads were produced at a target depth of 25 million reads per sample with a
HiSeq2500 system (Illumina Inc., CA, USA). All published raw RNA-seq data have been (or
will be) uploaded to the Gene Expression Omnibus (Chapter 2 data: GSE135054; Chapter 3/4
data: not yet published).
2.2.8 Bioinformatic analysis
2.2.8.1 Quality control & De novo assembly- Alignment -Annotation
Raw RNA-seq datasets were first filtered for quality by the removal of indexing base
pairs and trimming of low-quality segments using the FastQC/Trimmomatic tools (Babraham
Bioinformatics, Cambridgeshire UK). De novo assembly of both B. orientalis brain
transcriptomes was performed using custom scripts within the Trinity assembly suite, which
reconstructs transcripts by partitioning RNA-seq data into multiple De Bruijn graphs
(Supplementary material section 2: Pipeline Bash scripts; Haas et al., 2013). Read alignment
was performed using the Bowtie2 -> eXpress/RSEM pipeline, and differential gene expression
was analysed using DESeq2 (Langmead & Salzberg, 2012; Roberts & Pachter, 2013; Love, et
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al., 2014). Transcript abundance was estimated in a genome-free manner using either the
alignment-based eXpress or RSEM tool. eXpress and RSEM align raw reads back against the
de novo transcriptome and output expression-count estimates in Transcripts Per Million (TPM).
While eXpress was used for the initial assembly, I switched to RSEM for the second updated
assembly (Chapter 3/4). The RSEM tool is functionally similar to eXpress and was used
because eXpress is no longer supported or updated by its creator. DESeq2 uses the TPM count
estimates to analyze differential gene expression. P-values reported by DESeq2 were used to
calculate False Discovery Rates (FDR) for all transcripts using the Benjamini-Hochberg
transformation (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995). Annotation of the de novo transcriptome was
performed using the Trinotate annotation suite (Haas et al., 2013), which is part of the Trinity
platform. Trinotate takes the de novo assembly, uses the program Transdecoder (Haas, et al.,
2013) to estimate the longest open reading frames, and performs multiple BLAST homology
searches against local databases (NCBI_nr, Swissprot, KEGG, GO).
2.2.8.2 False discovery rate
Differentially expressed genes (DEG) were sorted for significance using a 0.1≤FDR and
1 ≥ Log2 Fold-change threshold cutoff. I expected pathway enrichment to be low given that the
toads were subjected to the same experimental procedure and simply sacrificed at different
times. False positives would, hence, have more of an impact, so I selected 0.1 FDR as a middleground confidence level (Zhang et al., 2010).
2.2.8.3 Enrichment analyses
Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis was performed in each experiment using the
DAVID Bioinformatics Resources website and the PANTHER classification system (Huang, et
al., 2009: Thomas, 2003). Enrichment analysis consists of comparing a gene set against a
background gene list consisting of all non-redundant gene annotations from the transcriptome.
The ratio of genes included in a defined GO functional-group to all genes in a gene set (i.e.
MAPK signaling DEG vs. all DEG in a treatment), is compared against the same ratio in the
background (i.e. all MAPK signaling genes vs. all genes in background), and functional groups
were considered enriched if there was a significant difference between these ratios (Fisher’s
exact test p≤0.05). Finally, while GO enrichment analysis provides an estimate of what
functions may be affected by the treatment, they tell us little about possible molecular pathways
that may be involved. In order to investigate the pathways involved, I searched the Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database using the DAVID Bioinformatics
resource and performed a similar enrichment analysis
2.2.9 Differential expression, enrichment analysis & Hierarchical clustering
Differential expression analysis was done in a pair-wise fashion, with each post-training
time point being compared against the control. Unsorted differentially expressed genes in the
dataset (122981 transcripts; Gene Omnibus: GSE135054) were sorted into 11 co-expression
clusters. Hierarchical clustering of co-expressed genes was performed using the Java-based
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desktop application Multi-Experiment Viewer (MeV; Chu, et al., 2008) using K-means
clustering with test parameters set to default (Pearson Correlation distance measure, Absolute
distance used, and a Maximum Iteration of 50). Of the 11 co-expression patterns, the majority
of DEG (>90%) were found in the Early, Intermediate, and Late co-expression peak profiles.
Thus, Gene Ontology and KEGG enrichment analysis was performed on these three clusters (2
hour, 4 hour, and 24 hour absolute expression peaks).
2.2.10 Taxonomically-restricted gene orthologues
Analysis of possible taxonomically-restricted anuran gene orthologues in the B. orientalis
transcriptome was accomplished by homology search against model Xenopus spp. genomes.
Two current Xenopus genomes (X. laevis, v2; X. tropicalis, v9.1) were combined to create a
local database and a homology search was performed with the B. orientalis transcriptome using
NCBI’s BLASTx tool (Altschul, et al., 1990; Camacho, et al., 2009). The resulting orthologs
were then subjected to a protein motif survey to determine coding vs. non-coding transcripts.
NCBI’s ORFinder website was used to find all open reading frames (ORF), then a motif search
was performed for every ORF with an amino acid length greater or equal to 100. The motif
survey was performed using the MyHits online portal (Pagni, et al., 2007).

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Behavior
The 9 trained toads included in the study significantly improved prey catching
performance between the first and second training sessions as demonstrated by a reduction in
mean latency to complete 5 snaps between the training sessions (Figure 2B; paired t-test:
t=9.07, df=8, p<0.01; Supplementary figure S1-2). The improvement in performance from the
first to second session represents evidence that learning has taken place.
2.3.2 De novo transcriptome assembly results
RNA-sequencing resulted in 268,925,312 raw reads across the 12 samples and yielded a
total of 259,530,365 clean reads (96.5% of raw reads) following quality control procedures
(Table 1; Gene Omnibus: GSE135054). Transcriptome assembly resulted in 1,236,332 total
transcripts consisting of 656,704,220 BP and ultimately 714,091 non-redundant Trinity
unigenes (non-isoform transcripts; Table 1). Alignment of raw reads back to the transcriptome
resulted in an average of 23% uniquely mapped reads, with an average of 93% overall
alignment quality across all samples (Table 2). As there is currently no publicly available
genome for B. orientalis, the 714,091 aligned transcripts were annotated using sequence Blast
homology searches against the NCBI_nr and Swissprot protein databases, resulting in 137,305
transcripts annotated to 24830 non-redundant genes (19.2% of transcriptome). All BLAST
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homology searches reported here were based on a ≥0.005 e-value cut-oﬀ and a minimum
percent similarity of 30%.
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Table 1: De novo transcriptome assembly statistics for the initial de novo transcriptome
assembly. The Trinity software package was used to assemble a transcriptome based on ~250
million paired-end reads utilizing a De Bruijn graph-based transcript assembly. Trinity
assembles multiple isoforms for each assembled unigene (longest isoform), All transcripts
row represents the statistics for all transcripts assembled, while Longest isoform row
represents the statistics for only the longest assembled isoform. N50 represents the minimum
length of at least 50% of assembled transcripts.
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Table 2: Initial De novo transcriptome alignment quality statistics. Raw RNA-seq reads
were cleaned using the Trimmomatic software suite. Raw reads were aligned back against
the transcriptome using the Bowtie2 software suite. Alignment statistics and overall
alignment rates are presented for each toad brain.
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2.3.3 Differential expression
Differential expression was analyzed across three time points by comparing gene
expression against the controls. A total of 122981 contigs were found to be differentially
expressed before sorting for fold change and FDR. Ultimately, a total of 4,692 transcripts were
found to be significantly differentially expressed overall (p ≤ 0.1 FDR, |Fold change| ≥ 2;
Figure 3A). Of these, 1,344 annotated DEG were of use (557 genes with Uncharacterized
Protein accessions were ignored for subsequent enrichment analysis). All subsequent
expression profile and enrichment analyses were performed on these 1,344 annotated DEG.
Finally, a homology search of the 557 uncharacterized DEG against the Xenopus spp. database
found 39 orthologs. Of these 39, 22 orthologs were upregulated and 17 were downregulated
after conditioning, with the majority (34) showing expression at a single timepoint (2h, 4h, or
24h; Supplementary table S1-1). Of the 39 uncharacterized orthologs, 23 contained a protein
motif, 15 of which showed a strong motif match (Sigrist, 2002), suggesting that most of these
taxonomically-restricted transcripts were effectively coding for proteins.
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Figure 3: Differential gene expression associated with conditioning. (A) Number of
differentially expressed genes (DEG) in each treatment (2, 4, 24 h) vs. control (0 h; total of
4692 DEG). The first Venn diagram includes the full data set, while the bottom two
diagrams show up/down regulated gene numbers separately. (B) The top three coexpression patterns of all 122981 unsorted DEG based on hierarchical clustering. More
than 90% of DEG fall into these three co-expression patterns: 2, 4, and 24 h peak. Line
color represents direction and magnitude of gene expression; red is up regulated while
green is down regulated. Inset figures are idealized up-regulated co-expression patterns.
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2.3.4 Identification of distinct temporal co-expression patterns
To analyze gene expression patterns over time (both up and down regulation of genes),
I adapted the time points of the experiment based on a priori expectations informed by the
literature on molecular responses associated with learning. These time points are: Early (2 h),
Intermediate (4 h), Late (24 h) in comparison to the beginning of the experiment (0 h). I then
performed an unbiased clustering analysis on the entire unsorted DEG dataset (122981 DEG),
which resulted in 11 co-expression patterns based on absolute expression levels. Of the 11 coexpression patterns, the majority of DEG (>90%) were found in the Early, Intermediate, and
Late co-expression peak profiles (Figure 3B). Hence, all subsequent analyses were performed
on these three co-expression profiles.
2.3.5 Enrichment analysis and annotation of co-expression groups
High level gene ontology (GO) annotation was performed on the three co-expression
profiles identified above. GO annotations are separated into three broad categories: biological
processes (BP), cellular component (CC), and molecular function (MF). All genes were sorted
into first level GO sub-groups (herein referred to as functional groups) within these categories
(Figure 4). In the biological process category, 989 genes were assigned to eight functional
groups with the largest number of genes within the cellular and metabolic processes groups
(Figure 4A), indicating that at the highest GO functional group level most DEG are involved in
processes related to cell metabolism, growth, and maintenance. The cellular process functional
group was unpacked to give a better idea of the specific processes involved. Interestingly, most
genes in this group fall into the cytoskeleton organization (GO:0007010), and gene expression
(GO:0010467) functional groups by GO level 4 (Figure 4D). In the cellular component
category, 620 genes were assigned to eight functional groups with cell part and organelles
showing the greatest gene assignment (Figure 4B). Lastly, in the molecular function category,
441 genes were assigned to six functional groups, with catalytic activity and binding being
most represented (Figure 4C).
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Figure 4: Distribution of Gene Ontology assignments for all annotated DEG transcripts. (A)
Biological process functional group. (B) Cellular component group. (C) Molecular function
group. Horizontal bars represent the number of DEG found in the associated level 1 Gene
Ontology functional classification. (D) The largest Biological Process group, Cellular Process,
has been expanded to show relative distribution of DEG at GO levels 2–4. Isolated segments
represent expanded subgroup in subsequent charts on the right. The majority of DEG in the
Biological Process group belong to cytoskeletal organization and gene expression.
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Following GO annotation, a functional group enrichment analysis was performed.
Significant GO groups consisting of 2 or less genes were omitted. In total, the Early coexpression profile consisted of 10 BP, 16 CC, and 6 MF enriched functional groups, the
Intermediate profile consisted of 18 BP, 8 CC, and 3 MF enriched groups, and the Late profile
consisted of 11 BP, 7 CC, and 12 MF enriched groups (Figure 5; Supplementary Table S12,3,4).
At the Early time point most upregulated genes are related to transcriptional regulation,
followed by structural plasticity-related genes (actin filament and cytoskeleton organization;
axon guidance; positive regulation of synapse assembly), and intracellular transport genes
(transport, protein transport; Supplementary Table S1-2). This activity is localized mainly to
the nucleus, intracellularly, and to neuronal cell bodies, with some activity in the axon and
growth cone. The MF group shows some minor protein dimerization activity but is dominated
by DNA binding activity. Conversely, other groups related to structural plasticity and genesis
of neuronal extensions are downregulated at 2 hours (neuron projection development,
microtubule cytoskeleton organization).
The Intermediate time point shows up-regulation in several genes related to structural
plasticity GO groups (axon guidance; single organismal cell-cell adhesion; homophilic cell
adhesion via plasma membrane adhesion molecules; heterophilic cell-cell adhesion via plasma
membrane cell adhesion molecules; cell-matrix adhesion; Figure 5; Supplementary Table S1-3)
as well as endocytosis, apoptosis, and metabolic activity. The MF category shows nucleic acid
binding activity, while activity localizes mainly to the mitochondrion, transcription factor
complex, and filopodium. The most suppressed biological process group is regulation of
transcription followed by protein modification, axonogenesis, and metabolic activity.
Finally, the Late time point also shows most up-regulated genes that are related to
transcriptional regulation (regulation of transcription, DNA-templated; transcription, DNAtemplated). Interestingly, while showing some structural plasticity gene enrichment (actin
filament organization, focal adhesion assembly, cytoskeleton organization), and glucose
metabolic gene enrichment (positive regulation of glucose import), the late profile shows strong
up-regulation of apoptotic process genes (positive regulation of apoptotic process; Figure 5;
Supplementary Table S1-4). Conversely the most suppressed groups include cell cycle, actin
filament bundle assembly, and cell-cell adhesion. The late profile only shows molecular
function activity in the Metabolic Processes and Binding groups. The binding group involves
activity related to peptide binding (metal ion binding), DNA/RNA binding, and actin binding.
While the metabolic group includes nuclease activity (endonuclease activity), proteolysis
activity (aspartic-type endopeptidase activity) and polymerase activity (RNA-directed DNA
polymerase activity). Furthermore, the most suppressed MF group is cadherin binding involved
in cell-cell adhesion. Lastly, most enriched activity is localized to the spindle and nuclear
matrix.
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Figure 5: Differentially expressed gene counts associated with similar functional
categories. Gene ontology enriched functional groups for each time-point (2, 4, and 24
h) were grouped by functional similarity and plotted as a function of gene number.
Positive bars represent upregulated genes vs. the control, while negative bars are
downregulated genes. All genes part of the enrichment analysis as well as manually
selected genes (Supplementary Tables S1-5,6,7) are included.
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Enriched functional groups within the Biological Process category were used to group
DEG under the following general, high level, subjectively selected functional headings:
transcriptional regulation, structural plasticity, transport, apoptosis, and neurite genesis
(Supplementary table S1-5,6,7). In this way genes not represented in the enrichment analysis
could be included and discussed. A total of 239 additional DEG from this study were ultimately
included and showed additional evidence of activity in the above functional headings not
captured by the enrichment analysis.
2.3.6 Pathway analysis
I searched the KEGG database using all 1,344 annotated DEG to identify putative
biological pathways represented in the transcriptome (Table 3; Supplementary table S1-8).
Interestingly, pathways related to virus infection were enriched after conditioning (hsa05169:
Epstein-Barr, hsa05168: herpes simplex), as well as two structural plasticity pathways
(hsa04360: Axon guidance, hsa04514: Cell adhesion molecules), and a protein processing
pathway (hsa04141: Protein processing in endoplasmic reticulum).
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Table 3: Enriched KEGG pathways, their constituent genes, and expression levels
relative to control. Each gene within a given pathway is shown with its expression foldchange vs the control. Green numbers denote upregulation, Red numbers denote
downregulation.
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2.3.7 Temporal expression patterns after conditioning
There are currently over 100 described immediate early genes (IEG), and a subset of
those are known to be induced during learning tasks (Clayton, 2000; Minatohara, et al., 2016).
Multiple learning related IEG’s were positively expressed at 2 hours post-conditioning in B.
orientalis, with a few at 4 hours but none at 24 hours (Table 4; Supplementary table S1-9).
Members of the Fos family c-fos and fosB were found to peak either early or intermediately and
return to baseline by 24 hours. The genes arc/arg3.1, nr4a1, and egr1 were found to peak at 2
hours, showed reduced expression by 4 hours and returned to baseline by 24 hours. The genes
jund and ier2 were both differentially expressed only in the 2-hour treatment. Interestingly,
fosb and nr4a3, which are known to be expressed early in response to acute stress or other
environmental cues (30min-2hour; Perrotti, et al., 2004; Hawk, et al., 2012) were only
differentially expressed at 4 hours (73.5 and 21.1-fold-change) in the transcriptome. Further,
bdnf, homer1, and slc2a3, which are known IEG’s associated with learning (Lu, et al., 2008;
Zhao, et al., 2010; Chowdhury & Hell, 2018), were not differentially expressed even though
they are present in the transcriptome.
Based on the results of the enrichment and KEGG pathway analyses, the temporal
expression of a number of important learning-related genes (based on the mammalian
literature) was compared to mammalian expression patterns. These genes, including the
aforementioned IEG’s, were grouped into generalized functional groups based roughly on gene
ontology functional groups: IEG’s, structural genes, axon guidance genes, and apoptotic genes
as well as a general learning-related category (Table 4). The structural group includes all
genes related to cytoskeletal, microtubule, adhesion, actin, and tubulin activity, and consists of
13 DEG. Structural activity peaks at 2 h with 9 of 13 genes showing differential expression.
Axon guidance includes any gene related to repulsion/attraction or extension of existing axons
and consists of 11 DEG and 1 non-differentially expressed gene. Axon guidance activity is
similar between time-points. Apoptosis included any genes associated with programmed cell
death, neurite pruning and the intrinsic/extrinsic apoptotic pathways, and consists of 7 DEG,
with activity peaking at 24 h for 5 of 7 genes showing differential expression. General
learning-related is a catch all group for important mammalian learning genes which have only
a few gene members (e.g. Signaling pathways, Neurotrophic factors) or do not fit well into the
other groups (e.g. camk2a or ncs-1) and consists of 14 DEG. Given that these genes were
selected based on their importance in mammalian learning, it is interesting that most of them
are not differentially expressed after prey catching conditioning in B. orientalis.
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Table 4: Expression levels (Fold-change relative to control) of the most relevant mammalian learningassociated genes at 2h, 4h, and 24h. The immediate-early gene (IEG) group represents any gene categorized
as IEG. The General learning-related group represents genes chosen for their relevance to mammalian
learning that do not fit into the other categories. The Structural group represents any gene involved in
cytoskeletal modification. The Guidance group represents any gene involved in axon guidance. The Apoptotic
group represents any gene involved in programmed cell death. Dashes (-) indicate no significant difference
versus the control. Green numbers are significantly upregulated while red numbers are downregulated. Where
overlap in gene function exists, the gene was subjectively placed into the most relevant group.
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2.4 Discussion
Prey-catching conditioning in B. orientalis engaged distinct temporal patterns of brain
gene expression relating to structural and synaptic plasticity, programmed cell death, and
transcriptional regulation; patterns which generally agree with functional patterns of gene
expression after a learning event in other vertebrates (Bolhuis, et al., 2000; Cavallaro, et al.,
2002; D’Agata & Cavallaro, 2003; Velho & Mello, 2008; Valles, et al., 2011; Hertler, et al.,
2016). In B. orientalis, gene expression following conditioning starts with an increase in IEG
expression at 2 h, which coincides with upregulation of gene expression associated with
transcriptional regulation and structural plasticity (axon guidance, actin organization, synapse
assembly). This is then followed at 4 h post-conditioning by an increase in axon guidance and
cell adhesion activity, and a suppression of transcriptional regulation and axonogenesis. The last
time point included in my experiment at 24 h is characterized by an increase in transcriptional
regulation, apoptotic activity, and the formation of new neuronal projections. Functional group
enrichment analysis highlighted structural plasticity, axon guidance, and programmed cell death
as important changes in brain tissue induced by conditioning. While some similarities in the
components of these pathways exist between mammals and the fire-bellied toad, and suggest
phylogenetic conservation of learning pathways in tetrapods, many interesting differences are
evident, specifically relating to the absence of well-known mammalian learning-related genes
and the temporal patterns of axonogenesis.
2.4.1 Immediate early genes
For the most part, the expression patterns of differentially expressed IEGs in response to
prey-catching conditioning are consistent with previous literature on activity-dependent
molecular responses in vertebrates (Valles, et al., 2011; Pinaud, 2004; Burmeister & Fernald,
2005; Pinaud, et al., 2006; Wada, et al., 2006; Minatohara, et al., 2016). The expression of c-fos,
egr-1, and acr/arg3.1 have been extensively studied and are consistently associated with neural
stimulation and activity (Gallo, et al., 2018). In rats, peak c-fos expression generally ranges from
30 minutes to 2 hours and returns to baseline around 4 hours after a learning event (Cullinan, et
al., 1995; Barros, et al., 2015). Similarly, c-fos peaks as soon as 30 min following song learning
in zebra finches (Bolhuis, et al., 2000). This resembles what we see in B. orientalis, with c-fos
expression levels peaking early, and tapering to baseline by 24 h post-training. Similarly,
arc/arg3.1 and nr4a1 expression levels peak at 30-60 minutes and last up to 4 hours (arc/arg3.1:
Plath, et al., 2006; Bramham, et al., 2010; nr4a1: Hawk, et al., 2012). In B. orientalis these
genes peak at 2 h, show reduced expression at 4 h and return to baseline by 24 h after training.
Still, not all observed IEG expression patterns in B. orientalis are comparable to mammalian or
bird patterns. The gene fosb is expected to show an early peak like c-fos (Nestler, 2015) but
instead showed only high upregulation at 4 h in B. orientalis. Homer1, which is integral to the
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regulation of synaptic changes induced by LTP (Chowdhury & Hell, 2018), was not
differentially expressed at any time-point after conditioning in B. orientalis, and neither was
bdnf, a gene coding for an important neurotrophic factor associated with neurogenesis and longterm memory in mammals and song learning in birds (Lu, et al., 2008; Wang, et al., 2019).
Therefore, despite observing important similarities in IEG expression between B. orientalis and
other vertebrates, there were notable differences in that some IEGs showed different temporal
patterns of expression while others were not engaged by the learning task used in the present
study.
2.4.2 Structural modification
Gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis highlighted several pathways which change as
time progresses after prey catching conditioning, such as cytoskeletal modification, cell
guidance, and cell death/genesis. We see gene expression early on (2-4 h) related to structural
modification (actin cytoskeletal organization, axon guidance, adhesion, synapse assembly), then
later expression of genes which mediate neurite genesis and apoptosis. It appears that, like
mammals, the establishment of new neural connections is started early following learning and
transitions into neurite remodeling mechanisms later.
The early phase of memory formation in mammals involves actin cytoskeleton
degradation and mobilization of glutamatergic receptors, followed by the consolidation of
plasticity into long-term memory by the stabilization of these actin filaments (Lynch, et al.,
2007; Abraham & Williams, 2003). Interestingly, the early changes in my time course of gene
expression revolve around structural modification and cytoskeletal organization, specifically in
terms of actin organization. We see early expression of genes like the tropomodulins (tmod2;
tmod3), which are involved in actin-capping and could help stabilize actin filaments, and the
glutamate ionotropic receptor AMPA type subunit 1 (gria1), which is mobilized early in learning
(Keifer & Zheng, 2010; Rao, et al., 2014). Furthermore, several important genes involved in
synaptic plasticity are upregulated early on: IQ motif and SEC7 domain-containing protein 3
(iqsec3), known to regulate inhibitory synapse formation (Um, et al., 2016), neural cell adhesion
molecule L1 (l1cam), involved in synaptic plasticity (Patzke, et al., 2016), ephrin type-B
receptor 2 (ephb2), involved in dendritic spine modification and excitatory synapse formation
(Henkemeyer, et al., 2003), and leucine-rich repeat-containing protein 24 (lrrc24), associated
with synapse formation (Um, et al., 2014). Since short-term memory formation is independent of
protein synthesis (actin de/stabilization, AMPA receptor mobilization, etc.) and relies on cell
stores of existing proteins, the gene expression observed at the earliest time point may represent
turnover of these components.
Understanding the late expression of actin cytoskeletal genes observed in B. orientalis, as
highlighted by GO enrichment analysis, is not straightforward. The structural genes expressed at
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2-4 hour are associated with modification of the neuron or neurites, while at 24 hours the
structural genes may be involved in neurite genesis or destruction. At 24 hours there are several
neuron projection development (GO:0031175) genes involved in neurite genesis or destruction
that are differentially expressed. Interestingly, it appears that neurite modification is suppressed
early following learning but is promoted as time progresses. At 2 h, genes like catenin beta-2
(ctnnb2), serine/threonine-protein kinase ULK1 (ulk1), ephrin type-A receptor 8 (epha8), and
gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor-associated protein (gabarap), associated with the generation
of new neurites (Lin, et al., 2009; Okazaki, et al., 2000; Gu, et al., 2005; Coyle, et al., 2002), are
highly suppressed. At 4 h the same pattern is observed, with suppression of genes like catenin
alpha-2 (ctnna2; Schaffer, et al., 2018), clathrin coat assembly protein AP180 (snap91; Bushlin,
et al., 2008), and protein furry homolog-like (fryl; Hayette, et al., 2005). This contrasts with the
late expression peak of neurite development genes like contactin-associated protein-like 2
(cntnap2; Poliak, et al., 1999), brain-specific angiogenesis inhibitor 1-associated protein 2
(baiap2; Kang, Park, & Kim, 2016), and protein furry homolog (fry; Hayette, et al., 2005) at 24
hours. These neuron projection development (GO:0031175) genes are also cytoskeletal
modification genes. Therefore, many of the GO highlighted late-expressed cytoskeletal genes
may be aiding in neurite genesis/destruction functions.
2.4.3 Shared molecular pathways involving axon guidance
We see gene expression associated with axon guidance activity at all timepoints, a wellknown mechanism underlying learning and memory processes (Batool, et al., 2019; Kolodkin &
Tessier-Lavigne, 2011). The four main protein families involved in mammalian axon guidance
are netrins, slit homolog proteins, ephrins, and semaphorins. Each family has representatives
differentially expressed in my experiment.
The semaphorins 7a, 6a, and 3d (sema7a/6a/3d), which act to repulse growth cones or
promote axon outgrowth, show differential expression across the treatments with sema7a
downregulated at 2-4 h (outgrowth promoting; Jeroen Pasterkamp, et al., 2003), sema3d
upregulated at 4 h (axon repulsion; Wolman et al., 2004), and sema6a upregulated at 24 h (axon
repulsion; Haklai-Topper, et al., 2010). The semaphorins act by binding the receptor families
plexins, neuropilins and integrins, however, expression of these receptors in B. orientalis is quite
different from the expected mammalian pattern (Neufeld, et al., 2002; Drabkin, et al., 2014; Alto
& Terman, 2017; Boyer & Gupton, 2018). We see either a different receptor type expressed in
toads, for example integrin alpha-7 (itga7) is downregulated at 24 h but it is not associated with
semaphorin activity in mammals, or no differential expression, as was the case with plexins.
Further, while semaphorin 3d is known to bind neuropilin 1 (nrp-1), nrp-1 was downregulated at
24 h in toads while the related nrp-2 was upregulated along with sema3d at 4 h. Other growth
cone manipulating genes differentially expressed in my experiment include the ligand netrin-1
(net-1), which is down-regulated at 2 hours, and while its receptors are not differentially
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expressed, actin-binding LIM protein (ablim) is upregulated at 24 and is a downstream
constituent of the net-1 axon attraction pathway (Roof, et al., 1997; Gitai, et al., 2003). Lastly,
the slit homolog 2 protein (slit2) ligand acts in axon repulsion and is highly upregulated at 24 h
in toads, while its receptor roundabout homolog 2 (robo2) is downregulated at 2 hours (LopezBendito, et al., 2007).
While axon repulsion seems to be a late stage event in conditioned B. orientalis, ephrin
activity complicates this picture. The ephrin A5 ligand (efna5) is upregulated at 4 hours and is
known to bind to ephrin type-B receptor (ephb2; Himanen, et al., 2004), which is highly
upregulated at 2 h, while the ephrin type-A receptor 8 (epha8) is downregulated at 2 h. In
mammals, Ephrin signaling was initially thought to be only repulsive but is now considered
important for synaptic adhesion, and thus synaptogenesis (Lai & Ip, 2009). This is further
evidenced by the fact that ephb2 is known to produce an increase in NMDA receptors, enhancing
LTP (Nolt, et al., 2011). Ephrin activity in mammals has also been shown to be temporally
mediated in that axon attraction and outgrowth is seen early, but eventually transitions into axon
repulsion or withdrawal later (Liu, et al., 2018).
While axon guidance pathways in conditioned B. orientalis appear to share some
similarities with mammals, in terms of the genes involved and late axon repulsion, the overall
patterns of expression are inconsistent. Axon outgrowth and attraction are early events during
learning in mammals, but they appear to be late events in B. orientalis. Ultimately, axon
guidance pathways appear to play an important role in tetrapods learning; however, the exact
function of these pathways is not clear.
2.4.4 Shared molecular pathways involving apoptosis
Functional group analysis showed enrichment of gene expression associated with
apoptosis in the toad brains at 4 and 24 h post-conditioning. The genes involved are all part of
the receptor-mediated ‘extrinsic’ apoptosis pathway, which is well described in mammals
(Elmore, 2007). Conversely, the ‘intrinsic’ apoptosis pathway, which is based on the activation
of mitochondrial pathways, does not seem to be part of learning-associated apoptotic processes.
Interestingly, the apoptotic cysteine-aspartic proteases (caspases) and the B-cell lymphoma 2
(bcl-2) protein family, which are integral to apoptosis, are not differentially expressed across
time points in conditioned toads. However, several genes in the apoptotic pathways show
changes in expression.
The tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily member 6 (fas) is a death receptor which
mediates apoptosis through caspase 8 (Casp8) activation, or through the C-Jun N-terminal kinase
(JNK) signaling pathway. The fas gene is strongly suppressed at 2-4 hours post-conditioning in
the toad brain, but FAS-associated factor 1 (faf1), which potentiates FAS-induced cell death
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(Chu, et al., 1995), is highly upregulated at 4 hours. Furthermore, the fas receptor-activated gene
death domain-associated protein 6 (daxx), which mediates JNK pathway activation and thus
apoptosis, peaks at 4h and is then suppressed at 24h. The downstream effect of fas-daxx-jnk
pathway activation is transcription of the fas receptor and its ligand (fas-l; Zhang, et al., 2000).
Perhaps, this suggests that while Fas/Faf1-mediated apoptotic activity begins at 4h and lasts at
least until 24h, new fas receptors do not need to be mobilized until very late. Interestingly,
programmed cell death protein 4 (pdcd4) and protein kinase C delta type (prkcd), which peak at
24 hours in the toad brain, are both associated with altered activity of the fas-daxx-jnk signaling
pathway and the NF-kB signaling pathway, leading to pro-apoptotic activity (Lankat-Buttgereit
& Goke, 2003; Brodie & Blumberg, 2003; Kilpatrick, et al.,, 2002; Emoto, et al., 1995). Finally,
the apoptotic gene death-inducer obliterator 1 (dido1) is involved in the regulation of pdcd4 and
is also upregulated at 24 h post-training in the toad brain.
While we see evidence of activation of apoptotic pathways following conditioning in B.
orientalis, the underlying purpose of this activation is unclear. One potential clue is that the
apoptotic genes expressed in this study appear to modulate apoptotic pathways peripherally.
Apoptosis is a well-known mechanism that shapes the developing nervous system, however,
during adulthood, learning-related apoptosis activity may function as a pruning mechanism
rather than a whole-cell death mechanism. This view is supported by findings showing that
apoptosis mechanisms and neurite pruning share some molecular pathways (Riccomagno &
Kolodkin, 2015; Mukherjee & Williams, 2017). For example, caspases 3 and 9 as well as the
apoptosis regulator BAX (bax) are integral to axonal pruning (Simon, et al., 2012; Cusack, et al.,
2013). Caspases are activated very quickly following induction of neurite pruning, but at a low
level of expression, which prevents their full-blown apoptotic functions. While we did not see
direct evidence of caspase or Bax/Bak activity in the toad brain, either the aforementioned fas
apoptosis pathway or modulation of the Bax/Bak pathway could contribute to neurite pruning
associated with learning. For example, the bifunctional apoptosis regulator (bfar) gene, which is
suppressed at 24 hours in toads, is known to interact with bcl-2 and works to suppress the
intrinsic bax activity (Zhang, et al., 2000; Roth, et al., 2003), which may suggest pro-pruning
activity. Ultimately, there is evidence that extrinsic apoptotic pathways similar to mammals are
being activated, the results suggest that activation of these pathways in the late stages following
prey catching conditioning underlie neuronal circuit refinement through neurite pruning rather
than replacement of neurons through full blown cell death and birth of new neurons.
Interestingly, there is evidence that axon guidance gene families, such as the semaphorins
and ephrins, also have neurite pruning functions. For example, nrp-2 is known to form a complex
with a plexin activated by the sema3f ligand to initiate pruning activity (Schuldiner & Yaron,
2015; Bagri, et al., 2003). It is interesting then, that we see nrp-2 upregulated with a semaphorin
3 family member at 4 hours in this study. A reverse ephrin b3 (efnb3) signaling pathway (Eph ->
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Ephrin signaling, where the ephrin-B protein acts as a receptor; Xu & Henkemeyer, 2009), has
also been implicated in neural pruning activity and while the efnb3 is not differentially expressed
in this study, it has been known to bind to the receptor ephb2 (McClelland, et al., 2010), which is
upregulated at 2 h in the toad brain and may suggest pathway activation. Such early upregulation
of ephb2 may be a preparatory step for late pruning activity.
2.4.5 Divergent learning pathways
My study on a basal tetrapod provides further support for the hypothesis that basic
learning pathways are conserved in animals. Several learning-related genes known from
mammalian literature were expected to be differentially expressed in the late stages after
conditioning in B. orientalis. However, while we saw differential expression of many of these
genes, the expression patterns of some well-known learning associated genes were inconsistent
with mammalian experiments. Genes like monocarboxylate transporter 1 (slc16a1; Takimoto &
Hamada, 2014) and metabotropic glutamate receptor 5 (grm5; Jong, et al., 2009) are
differentially expressed at different times in toads in comparison to mammals, while
calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase 2A (camk2a), neuronal calcium sensor-1 (ncs-1),
and nerve growth factor (ngf), which are all important learning-related genes in mammals
(Lisman, et al., 2012; Weiss, et al., 2010: Berry, et al., 2012), were not differentially expressed
in this study. These inconsistencies could represent fundamental differences between the
molecular mechanisms of learning in amphibians and other vertebrates. However, caution must
be taken before concluding that such fundamental differences exist based on the present study. B.
orientalis is a novel model in neurobiology and lacks a sequenced genome. Only 19% of
expressed sequences and 30% of DEG were successfully annotated using my approach. This
limited annotation likely had cascading effects on the pathway analyses presented here.
Poor genomic resources available for this species surely contributed to a low level of
annotation, but Kwon (2015) also found thousands of taxonomically restricted genes in Xenopus
tropicalis and X. laevis despite better genome resources. Interestingly, Kwon (2015) points out
that Xenopus laevis and X. tropicalis genomes contains ~18000 taxonomically-restricted genes
(Hellsten, et al., 2010; Session, et al., 2016), possibly suggesting an evolutionary divergence
between amphibians and amniotes. Given the basal position of B. orientalis, there may be some
divergence in the molecular mechanisms of learning compared to other more derived tetrapods;
such divergence would be evidenced by the discovery of taxonomically-restricted anuran
orthologs in B. orientalis learning-related gene expression. Indeed, a number of putative
taxonomically-restricted gene orthologs were differentially expressed after conditioning in the B.
orientalis transcriptome. Therefore, the presence of abundant taxonomically-restricted anuran
genes could have contributed to the low annotation success of the B. orientalis brain tissue
transcriptome. Additionally, differences in learning-related gene expression compared to other
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vertebrates may reflect divergent evolution of some learning and memory mechanisms in anuran
amphibians.
2.4.6 Methodological limitations
In addition to poor annotation and the possibility of genomic divergence in vertebrates, the
behavioral paradigm used to elicit gene expression may limit what molecular pathways are
engaged. The many different tasks used to study the molecular correlates of learning in animals
might not all engage comparable gene expression as the prey catching conditioning task used
here. Furthermore, time point selection may not have adequately covered important periods of
gene expression. While I am confident that the 2 h time point represented the peak of IEG
expression based on preliminary qPCR data (V. Lewis, unpublished), the later time points were
based on mammalian literature and light/dark cycle constraints. The 12 h time point was omitted
from this experiment due to potential confounding effects of nighttime darkness on gene
expression in the diurnal fire-bellied toad. Additionally, because conditioning procedures are
difficult to implement in amphibians, the control method allowed only the assessment of
candidate gene expression that could be associated with learning. Some gene expression could
have instead been associated with exposure to the experimental context or prey stimulus
independent of the association between prey catching and food reward. Thus, my conclusions
about learning-related gene expression had to rely extensively on comparison with studies done
in mammals because relevant gene expression studies are scarce in other animals. Despite the
above constraints, my results highlight interesting avenues for future investigation and provide
useful genomic resources for comparative research in the molecular basis of learning.

2.5 Conclusion
This study represents the first in-depth transcriptional analysis of the temporal patterns of
gene expression following conditioning in an amphibian. Bombina orientalis is a basal anuran
which may provide clues about the ancestral state of learning and memory mechanisms in
tetrapods and thus help evaluate the evolution of learning in vertebrates. Many similarities exist
between the present results in B. orientalis and learning-related gene expression in mammals,
especially with respect to IEG activity and structural plasticity of the neuron, but many
interesting differences were also highlighted. It will be important to determine which of the gene
candidates outlined in this study are directly associated with learning processes. This could be
done by using a different conditioning task that is amenable to unpaired controls, although it
could prove difficult to find such a task for work on amphibians. Alternatively, because extended
prey catching training produces an increasingly inflexible and automatic response (Ramsay, et
al., 2013), these different phases of learning could be used to track gene expression as
conditioning events progressively lose their potency to influence behavior (see Chapter 4).
Further study of differences in molecular correlates of learning could provide important clues to
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help explain differences in cognition among vertebrates. Future work on the brain regions and
circuits involved in conditioning in amphibians should also help with the latter.
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3 Chapter 3: Gene expression associated with acquisition
and extinction of a conditioned response
3.1 Introduction
Learning is a process which allows for flexible and adaptive behavioral responses based on
the acquisition of new information about event contingencies. New information is stored as
memory, but limits in storage capacity of the brain, as well as fluctuating accuracy of the
memory, necessitates a mechanism for inhibition or loss of memories that are no longer useful.
Hence, mechanisms are needed both for adapting behaviors to current events and overriding old
errant behaviors. Learning involves changes that modify the structure of neurons and the efficacy
of synaptic transmission; however, the loss of these changes is not as well understood as their
acquisition. In mammals, the loss of memory is called forgetting and can involve direct changes
to the memories themselves by loss of synaptic connections being overwritten with new
information or even loss of axons or dendrites (Davis & Zhong, 2017; Medina, 2018). However,
studies looking at behavioural changes that come as a result of changing associative
contingencies during extinction learning have shown that alternate, non-forgetting, mechanisms
exist.
In mammals, during the acquisition of Pavlovian fear conditioning, an aversive stimulus is
paired with a neutral stimulus and an associated fear behaviour is acquired in response to the
neutral stimulus. With continued application of the neutral stimulus without the aversive one, the
fear response diminishes until it extinguishes altogether (for a review see Goodman & Packard,
2019). The extinction of the acquired fear response was once hypothesized to be under the
control of a forgetting mechanism; however, subsequent research showed that the extinguished
response could return spontaneously. It is now generally accepted that extinction learning
involves a ‘new’ learning event which is functionally similar to normal, novel, learning.
Interestingly, there is still debate as to what the new learning is: learning to inhibit the original
response, learning an opposite or incompatible response, or simply learning that the original
response is no longer effective (Quirk & Mueller, 2008). While extinction learning is thought to
share mechanisms of plasticity with novel learning, it is hypothesized that extinction learning
also involves unique mechanisms that act to suppress the original memory.
Here I compare the brain transcriptomic profiles of acquisition and extinction of a preycatching conditioned response in the fire-bellied toad. Learning involves activation of genomic
responses that start early, as in IEG expression, and lead to persistent downstream expressional
changes. Thus, to properly describe the similarities and differences between acquisition and
extinction of the prey-catching response, early and late gene expression profiles must be
analyzed. Differential gene expression was assessed at 2 and 24 h following training in toads that
underwent either prey catching conditioning for the first time or were submitted to extinction of
previously acquired prey catching conditioning. If ‘new’ learning underlies extinction of the prey
catching response in B. orientalis, then we expect to see widespread similarity in enriched
pathways relating to neuronal plasticity between the acquisition- and extinction-trained groups.
Further, based on mammalian literature, we also expect to see pathways unique to extinction
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associated with inhibitory GABAergic neurotransmission (Harris and Westbrook, 1998; for a
review see Myers & Davis, 2007). The comparison of molecular mechanisms of acquisition and
extinction learning offers another method for elucidating gene expression patterns associated
with learning in B. orientalis, which can add support for my hypothesis of phylogenetic
conservation across vertebrates.

3.2 Methods
Analysis of differential brain gene expression between acquisition and extinction of
conditioned prey-catching behaviour was performed using an updated de novo transcriptome.
The updated assembly consisted of RNA-sequencing results from a second prey-catching
conditioning experiment (detailed below; see Chapter 4) coupled with the raw RNA-seq reads
from the first experiment (see Chapter 2: Methods). The second transcriptome assembly involved
sequencing whole-brain mRNA from extinction trained toads, which had undergone different
acquisition training schedules (see Chapter 4: Methods 4.2.1). Following extinction training,
toads (n=3 per group) were sacrificed at either 2h or 24h, resulting in four extinction trained
treatments. Differential expression for this analysis was assessed using raw sequencing reads
from 6 toad brains sequenced during the first RNA-seq experiment for the acquisition component
(2h & 24h post acquisition sacrifice times), and the brains of 6 toads from the second RNA-seq
experiment that showed behavioural extinction (2h & 24h post extinction sacrifice times of
short-trained toads, see Chapter 4: Methods 4.2.1). Except for changes to the conditioning
protocol, all dissection, RNA extraction, sequencing, and bioinformatic analysis protocols were
unmodified from the first experiment (see Chapter 2: Methods).
While the pre-conditioning and shaping protocols were unchanged from the first
experiment (see Chapter 2: Methods 2.2.3), the acquisition protocol was modified prior to the
extinction procedure. Acquisition training consisted of two sessions of six prey catching
conditioning trials separated by 72 hours. In order to analyze gene expression associated with
extinction learning, toads that showed successful acquisition after the two acquisition sessions
were left to rest in their home terrariums for 72 hours before beginning extinction training.
Extinction training consisted of two unrewarded sessions of six trials separated by a 30-minute
inter-session interval. As with the first experiment, toads which showed less than 20% decrease
in average latency between acquisition sessions were rejected. This same criterion was used as a
rejection threshold during the subsequent extinction training experiment in order to ensure that
only extinguished toads were used for genomic analysis. Any toad that did not show at least a
20% increase in prey-catching latency between extinction sessions was removed from the study.
In order to capture early and late gene expression, three toads were sacrificed at each of
two time-points following extinction, 2 and 24 hours. Sacrifice times were based on the time
elapsed from the start of the first extinction trial. During the 30-minute inter-session interval in
extinction, toads were placed in a separate opaque plastic container filled with 2 cm of water.
Toads were returned to their home terrarium during the interval between the end of extinction
training and sacrifice. Differential gene expression was compared between toads sacrificed at 2 h
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and 24 h following acquisition and extinction. Extinction-trained toads were compared against
acquisition-trained toads within the same time points (2 h extinction vs. 2 h acquisition & 24 h
extinction vs. 24 h acquisition). Subsequent differential gene expression and enrichment analysis
protocols were also unchanged from Chapter 2; however, in order to increase KEGG pathway
resolution, DEG from both time-points were included (e.g. 2 & 24 acquisition-trained groups).

3.3 Results
3.3.1 RNA-seq experiment 2
3.3.1.1 Conditioning
For conditioning results see Chapter 4: Results 4.3.1.
3.3.1.2 Transcriptome assembly
For the updated transcriptome, RNA-sequencing resulted in ~280,000,000 raw reads
across the 12 brain samples (6 normal-trained, 6 overtrained; see Chapter 4) and yielded a total
of 271,172,591 clean reads (96.85% of raw reads) following quality control procedures (Table
5). Combined transcriptome assembly resulted in 1,870,340 total transcripts consisting of
883,990,290 base pairs (BP) and ultimately 1,456,606 non-redundant trinity unigenes (i.e.
longest isoform; Table 5). Alignment of raw reads back to the transcriptome resulted in an
average of 26.1% uniquely mapped reads, with an average of 96.5% overall alignment quality
across all samples (Table 6). For the updated assembly, a total of 1,870,340 aligned transcripts
were annotated resulting in 172,957 transcripts annotated to 29940 non-redundant genes (9.3%
of transcriptome).
The increased read depth achieved by using twice the number of reads compared to the
original assembly resulted in a much more robust transcriptome (Tables 5 and 6). The number of
assembled contigs in the new assembly increased two-fold and overall alignment quality
increased an average of 3% per sample, while the percentage of the assembly that were isoforms
decreased from 42% to 22%. The second annotation resulted in 172,957 transcripts annotated to
29940 non-redundant genes, compared to 137,305 transcripts annotated to 24,830 non-redundant
genes in the original transcriptome.
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Table 5: De novo transcriptome assembly statistics for the updated de novo transcriptome
assembly. The Trinity software package was used to assemble a transcriptome based on ~250
million paired-end reads utilizing a De Bruijn graph-based transcript assembly. Trinity
assembles multiple isoforms for each assembled unigene (longest isoform), All transcripts row
represents the statistics for all transcripts assembled, while Longest isoform row represents the
statistics for only the longest assembled isoform. N50 represents the minimum length of at
least 50% of assembled transcripts.
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Table 6: Quality statistics for the updated De novo transcriptome alignment. Raw RNAseq reads were cleaned using the Trimmomatic software suite. Raw reads were aligned
back against the transcriptome using the Bowtie2 software suite. Alignment statistics and
overall alignment rates are presented for each toad brain. The bottom 6 samples were
acquired from the first RNA-seq experiment (Timecourse; see Chapter 2).
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3.3.2 Differential expression analysis
Differential gene expression was analyzed at 2 and 24 h between toads sacrificed after
acquisition and extinction training. A total of 82244 transcripts were differentially expressed
between acquisition and extinction, with 14643 total DEG annotated remaining after filtering
for FDR (0.25≤FDR; Table 7). A large discrepancy in DEG between time-points was found,
with DEG between acquisition- and extinction-trained groups at 24 h out numbering 2 h DEG
by a factor of 3.57-fold. The total number of DEG in the acquisition- versus extinction-trained
group was higher at 24 hours by ~10000 DEG (Table 7; Figure 6A/B). Out of 14643 DEG only
85 were annotated as uncharacterized protein. Subsequent homology search of these DEG
against the Xenopus spp. database found 21 orthologues. Of these 21 orthologues, only 3 were
found at 2 h, with 2 showing increased expression in the short-trained group and 1 in the longtrained group (Supplementary table S1-1). At 24 h the remaining 18 orthologues are split into
10 expressed at higher levels in the long-trained group and 8 in the short-trained. Finally, 16 of
these orthologues showed strong motif matching, suggesting that they effectively code for
proteins.
3.3.2.1 False discovery rate
The analysis for Chapters 3 & 4 used a 0.25 FDR cut-off with no fold-change filtering.
While a 0.1 FDR was used for the analysis in Chapter 2, I decided to use a less stringent cutoff
for the final two analyses. An FDR cut-off of 0.05 denotes “high confidence”, while 0.25 is
considered as “possible” or “hypothesis” confidence (Zhang et al., 2010). In the chapter 3
analysis (acquisition vs. extinction), I expected more differential expression, and more pathway
enrichment, based on treatment differences, as well as expectations based on the literature,
however a “high confidence” FDR cut-off resulted in very little enrichment in some groups. I
chose to relax the FDR cut-off from 0.1 in the first experiment to 0.25 because of the lower
than expected number of DEG, which precluded a proper functional enrichment analysis.
Further, given the exploratory nature of this project, I chose to no longer use a fold-change cutoff since the differential expression analysis considers the magnitude of fold-change and
applying a post hoc fold-change cutoff to a significantly expressed DEG needlessly removes
data. The relaxed FDR cut-off was only used for enrichment analyses to give a global idea of
pathway involvement between treatments. Discussion of functional enrichment is thus kept at a
high level by grouping similar functional groups into higher level functional categories in order
to minimize the impact of false positives. When discussing chosen individual DEG, a 0.1 FDR
cut-off is applied unless specified.
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Table 7: Number of annotated differentially expressed genes (DEG) in the acquisition vs.
extinction training experiment at 2 and 24 hours after onset of either acquisition or extinction
training. The transcriptome was annotated using a local BLAST search against the Swissprot
protein and NCBI-NR databases. Totals have been split by higher relative DEG expression:
number of genes with higher expression in long-trained/extinction vs. higher expression in
short-trained/acquisition. The FDR cut-off is the maximum adjusted p-value cut-off used to
filter DEG.
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Figure 6: Volcano plots of differential brain gene expression associated with prey-catching
conditioning in the fire-bellied toad. Figures represent differentially expressed genes
associated with acquisition vs. extinction training at 2 hours (A) and 24 hours (B). In both
figures, negative fold-change values are transcripts with higher expression following Shorttrained treatment, while positive values are higher following Long-training. The Y axis
represents log10 false discovery rate (FDR) values with higher values representing greater
statistical significance. Hatched lines represent statistical significance boundaries for FDR
and Fold change. Horizontal hatched lines are set to the equivalent of a 0.25 FDR cut-off,
while vertical lines show an absolute 2-fold change cut-off. Red points represent
differentially expressed transcripts with both >2-fold change expression and >0.25 FDR. Blue
and gray dots are only significant with respect to either the FDR (blue) or fold change (gray).
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3.3.3 Enrichment analysis
Functional group enrichment analysis was performed to identify differences in the
molecular pathways involved in acquisition vs. extinction learning. Only significantly enriched
groups (Fisher’s exact test >0.05) consisting of 3 or more genes are reported. At 2 hours after
acquisition training, 136 biological process (BP), 54 cellular component (CC), and 76
molecular function (MF) enriched functional groups were found, while at 2 h following
extinction training 77 BP, 30 CC, and 30 MF functional groups were enriched (Supplementary
figure S1-3A, tables S1-10/11). At 24 h after acquisition training, 157 BP, 81 CC, and 72 MF
functional groups were shown to be enriched, with the 24 h extinction group showed 162 BP,
70 CC, and 94 MF enriched functional groups (Supplementary figure S1-3B, tables S1-12/13).
3.3.3.1 2-hour post-acquisition/extinction
BP enrichment in the brain at 2 h following acquisition training shows much higher
enrichment in functional categories associated with learning-related plasticity compared to
enrichment following extinction training (Figure 7A). Gene expression, signaling, structural
modification, protein modification process, and cell processes show the greatest enrichment,
and all contain at least one group consisting of over 100 DEG (Figure 7A; Supplementary
figure S1-3A). At 2 h following extinction training, we see a similar qualitative pattern of
enriched plasticity-related functional groups, although the number of enriched genes in these
categories is much lower compared to enrichment that follows acquisition training (Figure 7A;
Supplementary figure S1-3A).
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Figure 7: Counts of differentially expressed genes within gene ontology Biological
Process functional categories. Enriched categories in acquisition- and extinction-trained
treatments were grouped by functional similarity. Panel A: gene counts for acquisitionand extinction-trained treatments at 2 h. Panel B: gene counts for acquisition- and
extinction-trained treatments at 24 h. Constituent GO assignments of each functional
group are listed in supplementary figure S1-3 & supplementary tables S1-10,11,12,13.
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Under gene expression, the most enriched categories in both groups are related to gene
transcription activity as well as RNA metabolic processes (Supplementary figure S1-3A). The
transcription category is dominated by transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter activity
in both groups. Interestingly, while transcription enrichment in the 2 h-extinction group has a
much lower level of enrichment compared to the 2 h-acquisition group (30 DEG vs. 170 DEG,
respectively), the acquisition group possesses a greater number of DEG for negative regulation
of transcription. Similarity in functional enrichment can be further seen in the structural
modification category with the most activity found in groups related to cytoskeletal
modification and neurite development (neuron projection development, actin and microtubule
cytoskeleton organization), even though the level of enrichment is much lower in the 2 hextinction group. Finally, signaling activity also shows similar plasticity-related enrichment
with MAPK cascade, GTPase activity and synaptic signaling dominating both groups, as well
as similar disparity in enrichment levels between groups. Even though signaling activity is
quite similar between groups we see some interesting differences, specifically, unique
enrichment of signaling categories associated with dendrite branching and membrane
excitability modulation in the 2 h-extinction group (NOTCH signaling, neuropeptide signaling
pathway).
The MF functional category is also qualitatively similar between the acquisition- and
extinction-trained groups at 2 h in terms of plasticity-related activity, as well as showing lower
overall enrichment in the extinction group (Figure 8a; Supplementary Table S1-10,11). Protein
binding and catalytic activity are the most enriched categories in both groups. Interestingly,
within the Protein binding category both groups also show the most enrichment in general
Protein binding, general RNA binding, actin binding, and poly(A) RNA binding categories.
However, in terms of catalytic activity, acquisition-trained toads show most enrichment in
ATPase activity while structural molecule activity dominates in the extinction-trained group.
Finally, while we see widespread qualitative similarity in functional group enrichment related
to plasticity between both groups, there are differences in terms of CC localization of this
activity (Figure 8a; Supplementary Table S1-10,11). Even though both groups show
enrichment in most of the same CC categories, activity in the 2 h-acquisition group is mainly
localized to the cytoplasm and nucleus, while activity in the 2 h-extinction group is mostly
found at neuron projection and cell junction sites.
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Figure 8: Distribution of gene ontology assignments for the Molecular Function (MF) and Cell
Component (CC) categories for acquisition and extinction training groups. Panel A: Bar chart
represents MF gene counts following acquisition and extinction training at 2 h, while pie charts
represent the top 10 CC functional groups. Panel B: Bar chart represents MF gene counts
following acquisition and extinction training at 24 h, while pie charts represent the top 10 CC
functional groups. Bars represent manually sorted, high-level GO groups, and constituent GO
assignments are listed in supplementary tables S1-10,11,12,13. To simplify the figures, X axes are
capped, ‘*’ shows gene totals in bars that exceed cap.
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3.3.3.2 24-hour post-acquisition/extinction
By 24 h, enrichment following acquisition and extinction training is still focused in
plasticity-related functional groups, however, the level of enrichment has changed dramatically.
Overall enrichment has increased in both groups compared to 2 h across all categories, except
for gene expression following acquisition (Figure 7B; Supplementary figure S1-3B). Further,
the disparity between acquisition and extinction enrichment levels seen at 2 h is much lower at
24 h with the extinction-trained group showing similar, or even greater, enrichment in some
categories. Overall, both groups show abundant plasticity-related functional enrichment at 24 h.
Enrichment in the structural modification category following acquisition and extinction
training is still dominated by activity related to axon guidance, dendrite morphogenesis, and
axonogenesis with most enrichment found in the neuron projection development, as well as
general cytoskeleton, actin, and microtubule organization categories (Supplementary Table S112,13). However, enrichment levels are much higher at 24 h compared to 2 h in both groups.
Signaling at 24 h now shows higher overall enrichment in the extinction group. Signaling also
shows a pattern similar to that seen in structural modification with all shared categories
increasing overall in both groups compared to 2 h (GTPase activity, signal transduction,
synaptic signaling). Interestingly, signaling enrichment following extinction training is now
greater in the synaptic signaling category, and almost equal in the GTPase activity category
compared to the acquisition-trained group. Enrichment in gene expression following
acquisition training is the only category lower at 24 h compared to 2 h. Conversely, extinction
training produced a dramatic increase in gene expression at 24 h compared to 2 h, with most
increased activity related to RNA metabolic process and transcription (Figure 7B;
Supplementary Table S1-12,13).
At 24 h in the MF GO category, acquisition-trained and extinction-trained groups show
similar enrichment patterns in protein binding and catalytic activity (Figure 8B). Further, both
groups also show similar enrichment patterns within these categories (Supplementary Table S112,13). Protein binding and RNA binding are the most enriched categories related to binding,
while ion binding, cytoskeletal protein binding, GTPase binding, and signaling receptor
binding categories are also shared, although at different levels of enrichment (enrichment is
higher following acquisition in all categories). MF enrichment related to catalytic activity is
also similar between acquisition- and extinction-trained groups with hydrolase, GTPase,
transferase, and ligase activity being shared; however, the most enriched categories differ, with
ATPase activity dominating following acquisition training and structural molecule activity
following extinction training. In terms of the lowest MF GO level, we see more similarity in the
protein binding category, where (general) protein binding dominates in both groups, and in
RNA binding, where (general) RNA binding and poly(A) RNA binding also dominate. In the
cytoskeletal protein binding category, while actin binding is most enriched in both groups, the
2 h acquisition group shows microtubule binding and the 2 h extinction shows spectrin binding
as the second most enriched categories. Interestingly, at 24 h both groups show the same
pattern in the most enriched categories (Protein binding & RNA binding), as well as similar low
level GO enrichment of (general) RNA binding and poly(A) RNA binding; however, while actin
and microtubule binding are still the most enriched cytoskeletal protein binding groups
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following 24 h-acquisition training, microtubule binding, tubulin binding, and spectrin binding
are now the highest 24 h following extinction. Lastly, in terms of catalytic activity, GTPase
activity is the most enriched category while no other category is shared.
Localization of BP and MF activity is also similar between the two groups with activity
localized to the cytoplasm and nucleus dominating in both groups (Figure 8B). Indeed, the top
6 categories in each group are shared (cytoplasm, nucleus, cytoskeleton, neuron projection, cell
junction, Golgi apparatus, synapse) although they all show a different level of enrichment. The
one difference at 24 h in both groups when compared to 2 h is the addition of Golgi body
localization. Finally, we also see general similarity in the nested categories within the
aforementioned groups. For example, cytoskeleton localization is mainly associated with
microtubules, while neuron projection localization is found mainly in axons and dendrites
(Supplementary Table S1-12,13).
Overall, the majority of the plasticity-related GO categories enriched in the acquisitiontrained group are also represented in the extinction group, even though enrichment within these
categories is lower in the extinction group. Indeed, of the arguably most important plasticityrelated functional groups, the extinction-trained group is enriched in almost all of them (e.g.
actin/microtubule organization, synapse organization, neuron projection development,
transcription); however, some enriched signal transduction categories are only represented in
one group (Acquisition: fibroblast growth factor receptor, wnt-signaling, ephrin signaling,
protein kinase C signaling, semaphorin-plexin signaling; Extinction: NOTCH signaling,
neuropeptide signaling pathway, insulin receptor signaling; Supplementary figure S1-3;
Table).
3.3.3.3 Pathway analysis
I searched the KEGG database using the 16357 annotated DEG to examine the
activation of putative biological pathways across the 2-24 h time points in toad brains following
acquisition and extinction training. DEG at the two time points within each training group were
combined for this analysis of pathway enrichment. In the acquisition-trained group, 91 enriched
pathways were found, while 61 pathways were enriched in the extinction-trained group (Table
8; Supplementary Table S1-18). Pathway enrichment following acquisition included many
pathways related to synaptic plasticity and learning; the most relevant of which being MAPK
signaling pathways with 61 constituent DEG, axon guidance with 38 DEG, endocytosis with 67
DEG, and dopaminergic synaptic transmission with 25 DEG. Interestingly, the most significant
groups in terms of fold-enrichment (FE) are the mRNA surveillance pathway (2.41 FE), axon
guidance (2.15 FE), and exocytosis (2.23 FE). In the extinction-trained group, enrichment
showed similar pathway engagement, although DEG counts and FE differed. MAPK signaling
pathways only showed 10 DEG but had a higher FE (2.01), axon guidance had a roughly
similar DEG count (45) but a lower FE (1.69), and dopaminergic synapse had lower DEG (15)
and FE (1.59). Extinction training also showed enrichment in plasticity-related pathways not
found following acquisition training: calcium signaling (DEG 16, 1.56 FE), adherens junction
(59 DEG, 1.66 FE), apoptosis (23 DEG, 1.89 FE), and cell adhesion molecules (16 DEG, 1.78
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FE). Interestingly, long-term potentiation showed the highest FE (2.71) in the extinction group,
although it only possessed 10 DEG.
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Table 8: Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways enriched in toad brains
following acquisition and extinction of the prey-catching response. All differentially expressed
genes (DEG) in the 2 and 24 hour time-points within each treatment were combined for this
pathway enrichment analysis. Count column shows the number of genes found in each
associated pathway that was significantly enriched, while Fold Enrichment is a measure of the
magnitude of pathway enrichment. Repeated entries represent separate KEGG pathways for the
same function (e.g. adherens junction) and may include different genes. Entries were filtered for
plasticity related function, the full KEGG pathway list can be found in supplementary table S118.
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3.3.4 Transcriptional signatures of learning
In order to look for genomic signatures of learning, I searched constituent genes of
functional groups associated with plasticity that are known to be important in mammalian LTP.
I found a number of genes associated with mammalian LTP that were not differentially
expressed between acquisition and extinction groups, for example Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent
protein kinase II (camk2) and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (bdnf). However, extinction
training resulted in distinct glutamatergic and dopaminergic activity in the toad brain and also
engaged calcium signaling pathways not enriched following acquisition training (Table 9). In
terms of receptor-related expression, two ionotropic NMDA receptor genes were differentially
expressed; glutamate ionotropic receptor subunits 2C and 2D (grin2c, grin2d) were upregulated
following 2 h-extinction and 2 h-acquisition training, respectively, while the metabotropic
glutamate receptor 1 (mGlu1) was selectively upregulated at 24 h in the extinction group. The
dopamine receptor D1 (drd1) was also selectively upregulated following extinction at 24 h, as
was CB1 cannabinoid receptor-interacting protein 1. Extinction also induced upregulation of
three unique L-type voltage-dependent calcium channel (L-VGCC) subunits (L type, voltagedependent calcium channel, -alpha 1D: cacna1d; -beta 2: cacnb2; -beta4: cacnb4), as well as
calcineurin subunit B type 1 (ppp3r1) and calcineurin B homologous protein 1 (chp1). There
was little differential expression of specific MAPK genes (e.g. erk1, jnk1), the exception being
mitogen-activated protein kinase 6 (erk3), which was upregulated at 2 h in the extinction
trained group and a number of important MAPK pathway genes, which were upregulated
following acquisition training (2 h: pka; 24 h: camk4, creb-1). Finally, I found several genes
associated with inhibitory transmission enriched after acquisition or extinction. These included
gephyrin (gphn) which was found to have isoforms upregulated at 2 h following both
acquisition and extinction, glycine receptor subunits alpha-2 & 3 (glra2, glra3) both found in
the 2 h-extinction group, and glutamate decarboxylase 1 (gad1) upregulated in the 24 hextinction group. Lastly, five GABA receptor subunits were upregulated at different times
following either acquisition or extinction training. At 2 h following extinction, two alpha-type
subunits were upregulated (Gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor subunit alpha-2/5: gabra2,
gabra5), while none were found following acquisition. At 24 h following acquisition one
alpha-type subunit was upregulated (gabra3), while a beta- and gamma-type subunit was
upregulated following extinction (gabrg2, gabrb3; table 9). The pattern of expression in these
learning-associated genes illustrates a general similarity in transcriptional signatures compared
to mammalian learning while also highlighting important differences in B. orientalis (see
below).
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Table 9: Expression patterns for a subset of selected genes following acquisition and
extinction training. Gene expression in a group, denotes a positive regulation compared to
the opposing treatment (e.g. Glutamate ionotropic receptor subunit 2C (grin2d) transcription
is higher following Acquisition than Extinction at 2 h). Genes upregulated in both treatments
(i.e. Gephyrin) represent differential isoform expression. Only genes differentially expressed
at either 2 or 24 h after training are included.
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3.4 Discussion
Extinction training in Bombina orientalis engaged patterns of learning-related gene
expression in the brain resembling that of acquisition training, while also showing selective
activation of inhibitory pathways. A comparison of differential gene expression following both
acquisition and extinction training showed functional similarity in both GO and KEGG
enrichment, specifically related to learning-associated plasticity. Further, these enrichment
patterns mirror those found in mammalian extinction. This indicates that extinction training
engages molecular pathways related to a new learning event, but also inhibitory pathways
likely suppressing the previously learned response, and suggests that the underlying
mechanisms of extinction learning are conserved across vertebrates.
It is widely accepted that under most circumstances, extinction learning involves a
novel inhibitory association that interferes with an original excitatory association rather than
destroying it (for a review see Myers and Davis, 2002; Herry et al., 2010). Studies looking at
the recovery of a conditioned response following extinction (spontaneous recovery, renewal,
reinstatement) have shown that the original association is not lost once the behaviour is
extinguished (for a review see Torregrossa & Taylor, 2013). Extinction learning is thus thought
of as ‘new’ learning, which has an inhibitory effect over the original learning and is thought to
engage much the of the same plasticity-related pathways as novel learning (Santini et al., 2004;
Mamiya et al., 2009; for a review see Kida, 2019). Further, like novel learning, extinction
learning involves an early induction (hence forth referred to as acquisition), a late expression
(hence forth referred to as consolidation), and a persistent maintenance phase (for a review see
Quirk and Mueller, 2008; Lamprecht, 2014; Schaefer, et al., 2017), with protein synthesis and
gene expression being essential for consolidation and maintenance (Nader, 2000a). Therefore,
like novel learning during acquisition training, I expected to see activity in plasticity pathways
associated with learning following extinction training, while also observing inhibitory
pathways unique to extinction training.
Indeed, when I compared gene expression following acquisition of the prey-catching
response against that following extinction, many plasticity-related functional groups were
highly enriched in both training groups (e.g. neuron projection development, transcription, cell
adhesion). The ultimate function of these gene groups, taken together, appears to be axon
guidance, extension, and adhesion, as well as general transcription activity; all of which are
indicative of learning-related plastic changes within the brain (for a review see Jamann et al.,
2018). Conversely, I also found some interesting divergence in the underlying molecular
pathways preferentially engaged by acquisition or extinction training, particularly in terms of
signal transduction related to plasticity and inhibitory neurotransmission. These results show
that extinction learning engages much of the same signaling pathways as acquisition learning
overall in B. orientalis. Interestingly, different pathways were highlighted after learning in the
fire-bellied toad brain in comparison to what is known in mammals. The next sections will
explore these comparative aspects of learning-related gene expression.
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3.4.1 Gene expression associated with ‘new’ learning
Reconsolidation theory posits that the retrieval of memory generally leads to its
destabilization, causing the memory to become labile, and once labile, memory can then be
reconsolidated or extinguished depending on context (Nader et al., 2000; Kida, 2019; but see
Hardwick et al., 2016). Reconsolidation can reinforce and incorporate new information into the
retrieved memory, however, if the original association is no longer predictive (i.e. an elicited
behaviour is no longer reinforced) then new learning takes place and the association is
weakened (i.e. extinction). This ‘new’ learning underlying extinction is thought to engage an
early (e.g. acquisition) and late (e.g. consolidation) phase reminiscent of novel learning as well
as involving similar molecular pathways (Santini et al., 2004; Mamiya et al., 2009; for a review
see Kida, 2020). Following memory retrieval, the acquisition phase involves memory
destabilization through a N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors (NMDAr) and L-type voltage gated
calcium channels (LVGCC) mediated signal transduction pathway which involves calcineurin
and calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase type II (camk2) activity (for a review see
Kida, 2019). Further, there is evidence of cannabinoid and dopamine receptor involvement also
being necessary for such destabilization. The late consolidation phase then involves an
intracellular signal transduction cascade which leads to gene expression. This pathway consists
of a cyclic AMP-responsive element-binding protein (CREB) dependent transcription factor
pathway, mediated by mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) -> cAMP-dependent protein
kinase (PKA) -> adenylate cyclase 1 (AC1) -> calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase
type IV (CAMK4) signaling (Kida, 2019; Luchkina & Bolshakov, 2019). MAPK signaling,
along with PKA and CAMK4 activity, regulates memory consolidation through the
phosphorylation of CREB-1, leading to downstream transcription (for a review see Kida and
Serita, 2014), ultimately leading to long-term structural changes to the neuron. However, there
is some contention as to the role some of these consolidation phase elements play in extinction
consolidation (see Tronson et al., 2012 and references therein). If extinction training in B.
orientalis represents a ‘new’ learning event, we not only expect to see broad similarity in
expression patterns following both acquisition and extinction training, but also that gene
expression profiles resemble those found in mammals.
For the most part, expression patterns following extinction training in the fire-bellied
toad brain engaged similar functional pathways as acquisition training, evidenced by the
overlap in GO functional groups (e.g. neuron projection development, transcription) and
KEGG pathways (e.g. axon guidance, MAPK signaling). However, we see important
differences in acquisition and consolidation phase signaling pathways of both acquisition and
extinction groups between B. orientalis and mammals, which suggests evolutionary divergence
between mammals and ancestral tetrapods. During the acquisition phase of extinction, for
example, the NMDA receptor subunit found differentially expressed following 2 h-acquisition
is linked to fear memory extinction in mammals (grin2d: Okada et al., 2019), while mGlu1,
which is also known to be involved in extinction acquisition (Simonyi et al., 2007), was
upregulated at 24 h following extinction training in the toad. Interestingly, while three LVGCC subunits were differentially expressed following extinction in the toad, two are integral
for fear conditioning, but not extinction in mammals (cacna1d, cacnb2; McKinney and
Murphy, 2006; Langwieser et al., 2010), and the last subunit gene is associated with
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strengthening calcium signaling by modulating activation kinetics of the neuron, as well as
increasing L-VGCC subunit density at the membrane (cacnb4; Bichet et al., 2000). Taken
together, this indicates differences in glutamatergic and calcium signaling involvement
enabling extinction learning in mammalian models and B. orientalis. Finally, no cannabinoid
receptors were differentially expressed between groups, while calcineurin expression is
upregulated early but not late following extinction in the toad brain. The lack of differential
expression of cannabinoid receptor 1 between acquisition and extinction groups was expected;
however, CB1 cannabinoid receptor-interacting protein 1 (cnrip1) is upregulated in the
extinction group at 24 h and is known to prevent the internalization of cannabinoid receptor 1
(Smith et al., 2015), suggesting extended cannabinoid activity following extinction training.
Further, while calcineurin expression was expected to be seen early following both acquisition
and extinction training, differential expression following 24 h-acquisition was unexpected.
Interestingly, we see calcineurin B homologous protein 1 (chp1), which is known to inhibit
calcineurin in mammals, upregulated in the extinction group at 2 h (Inoue et al., 2003).
Calcineurin expression has been shown to disrupt long-term memory formation if expressed in
excess; hence, while calcineurin appears to be active early following extinction, its expression
at 24 h may be downregulated by chp1 to prevent long-term extinction memory disruption in
the toad brain.
In terms of consolidation phase pathways, while there is also similarity in the CREB
transcription factor pathway associated with mammalian novel learning, differences are
apparent. First, camk4 expression is associated with late phase extinction (24 h) but not
acquisition training in B. orientalis, and while the MAPK signaling KEGG pathway is enriched
in both groups, enrichment is stronger in the extinction group at 24 h (GO enrichment is absent
in the 24 h-acquisition group). This suggests that extinction consolidation is dependent on
MAPK-associated signaling to a greater extent than novel learning consolidation. Further,
while CREB has been implicated in the consolidation of fear extinction (for a review see Kida
and Serita, 2014), creb-1 in the toad brain is not differentially expressed at 2 h but is
upregulated in the acquisition group at 24h. Finally, PKA inhibition has been linked to the
acquisition of fear extinction in mammals (Isiegas et al, 2006), which agrees with the finding
that pka is upregulated at 2 h in the acquisition group in B. orientalis, and the fact that pka is
not differentially expressed at 24 h indicates a role in the acquisition and consolidation of both
novel and ‘new’ learning. These results suggest that MAPK signaling, pka, and camk4
expression are necessary components of extinction consolidation in B. orientalis, while pka and
creb may be involved in the early acquisition phase of extinction. Ultimately, even though the
same general signaling pathways appear to be activated by acquisition and extinction training,
these pathways may be modulated differentially following extinction training. Taken together,
extinction learning engages much the same acquisition and consolidation phase mechanisms as
novel learning; however, differential NMDA receptor and calcium channel expression,
upregulation of proteins which modify cannabinoid receptor and calcineurin activity, and
differences in signal transduction during consolidation may indicate evolutionary differences
between mammals and anamniote vertebrates. Nonetheless, there is adequate pathway and gene
expression similarity to suggest that extinction learning in B. orientalis represents ‘new’
learning.
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3.4.2 Inhibitory neurotransmission
One of the main differences reported between novel learning and ‘new’ learning
following extinction training is the activation of pathways related to GABAergic inhibitory
neurotransmission (Harris and Westbrook, 1998; for a review see Myers & Davis, 2007). While
‘new’ learning during extinction involves similar plasticity pathways as novel learning,
extinction is thought to also involve plastic changes to inhibitory innervation in different areas
of the mammalian brain. For example, several GABA receptor subunits, along with gephyrin
(gphn), which is known to cluster GABAA receptors at the synapse, are upregulated for up to
six hours following extinction learning in the mammalian basolateral amygdala (Chhatwal et
al., 2005; Ressler et al., 2002; Heldt & Ressler, 2007). Interestingly, McGaugh et al., (1990)
showed that GABA antagonists enhanced extinction consolidation, while Akirav et al., (2006)
reported that a GABA agonist administered to the pre-frontal cortex or amygdala enhanced
either the acquisition or consolidation of fear extinction, respectively. Further, a number of
GABAergic markers found in the amygdala have also been implicated in fear extinction.
Glutamate decarboxylase 1 (gad1; Heldt & Ressler, 2007), GABA receptor-associated protein
(gabarap; Lin et al., 2009), and GABA uptake transporter (sc6a1; Kersante et al., 2013) mRNA
levels increase following mammalian fear extinction, although gabarap is also involved in
dendrite growth following novel learning (Coyle, et al., 2002). Ultimately, GABAergic activity
in mammals is a necessary component of extinction learning.
Gene expression following extinction training in B. orientalis showed similarity in some
important markers of GABAergic inhibitory activity found in mammals (e.g. gphn, gad67,
gabra2, gabra5, gabrg2, gabrb3, gabra5; Table 9). Interestingly, gephyrin activity is
associated with increases in expression of both gabra2, gabra5 subunits in extinction, and not
only does gephyrin aid in GABAA receptor assembly though GABRA5 interaction (Hernandez
et al., 2019), but it also binds with GABRA2 to facilitate GABAA receptor clustering (Tretter et
al., 2008). In mammals gephyrin is upregulated following extinction, but downregulated
following the acquisition, of a fear response (Chhatwal et al., 2005). In B. orientalis, however,
gephyrin is upregulated at 2 h following both acquisition and extinction training, as well as
upregulated following extinction at 24 h. The existence of gephyrin and GABAergic receptor
subunit upregulation at 2 and 24 h suggests a role in both the acquisition and consolidation of
extinction learning in B. orientalis. Finally, while we see high upregulation of gad67 at 24 h in
the fire-bellied toad brain, indicating a role for increased GABA production during extinction
consolidation, gabarap and sc6a1 are not differentially expressed, which is expected given
their roles in novel learning.
In the acquisition-trained group, gabra3 is highly upregulated at 24 h and, importantly,
this gene is known to inhibit the Pi3k/Akt signaling pathway, which is activated following both
the acquisition and consolidation of a fear response in mammals (Tronson et al., 2012;
Gumireddy et al., 2016). Even though both phosphoinositide 3-kinase (Pi3k) and protein kinase
B (Akt) are not differentially expressed between toad groups, the Pi3k/Akt signaling pathway is
one of the most enriched KEGG pathways in the acquisition-trained group. The Pi3k/Akt
signaling pathway is known to have differential roles in novel and extinction learning
(Slouzkey and Maroun, 2016), so the suppression at 24 h in the acquisition-trained group may
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indicate a role in the consolidation, but not acquisition, phase of extinction learning in B.
orientalis.
Aside from GABAergic activity, there is some evidence of possible dopamine inhibitory
involvement in extinction learning in B. orientalis. Dopamine receptor upregulation in the
extinction group is confined to dopamine receptor D1 and D2 (drd1, drd2) expression at 24 h.
While drd1 is known to be involved in the modulation of fear extinction in an excitatory role
(El-Ghundi et al., 2001; Hikind and Maroun, 2008), it has been suggested that drd2 modulates
extinction learning through inhibition of an adenylate cyclase second messenger pathway
(Abraham et al., 2014). Ultimately, glutamate and dopamine receptors may be acting to
mediate inhibitory transmission (Szinyei et al., 2003), following extinction training in B.
orientalis.

3.5 Conclusion
Extinction learning in mammals is typically considered ‘new’ learning that results in the
activation of mechanisms similar to those found in novel learning, while also engaging unique
processes related to inhibitory neurotransmission. The present results in B. orientalis parallel in
many ways what is seen following extinction in mammals. Widespread similarity in gene
expression and functional enrichment between acquisition and extinction training is indicative
of shared molecular pathways involved in novel and extinction learning and suggests that
extinction learning involves a ‘new’ learning event. Furthermore, upregulation of GABAergic
(and possibly dopaminergic and glutamatergic) markers involved in inhibitory transmission,
indicates that competing memories are being blocked. Hence, not only can we conclude that
extinction processes resemble novel learning and can thus be thought of as ‘new’ learning, but
also that extinction learning in B. orientalis closely resembles that of mammals; further
supporting conservation of learning mechanisms across vertebrates.
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4 Chapter 4: Comparison of extinction transcriptomic
profiles after short and long acquisition of prey-catching
conditioning
4.1 Introduction
The fire-bellied toad shows some common and distinct brain tissue transcriptional
profiles associated with the acquisition and extinction of a learned response compared to
mammals. The gene expression shared in both types of learning may encompass a genomic
signature of learning, that is, the genomic responses essential for all types of learning, in this
anuran amphibian. However, other aspects of the conditioning procedure not directly related to
learning could also contribute to the observed gene expression, such as exposure to the prey
stimulus and experimental context. It has been shown that overtraining of prey-catching
conditioning leads to persistent responding during attempted extinction of the response in the
fire-bellied toad (Ramsey et al., 2013); thus, comparing the genomic profiles associated with
extinction training between animals showing evidence of behavioural extinction and extinctionresistant animals presents an opportunity to further highlight gene expression patterns directly
associated with learning.
Flexible behaviour is useful for dealing with environmental variability, but the
underlying mechanisms are cognitively demanding, and energetically expensive, and alternate
neural mechanisms exist to reduce the biological cost of processing well-established
behavioural responses not subjected to environmental variability. Behavioral persistence is an
umbrella term for such mechanisms that underlie inflexible, reflex-like behaviour that is not
sensitive to the outcome of responses. In mammals for example, habit formation is a wellstudied behavioral persistence mechanism, and results as a function of repeating the same
behaviour while receiving the same outcome (for a review see Gasbarri et al., 2014). A habit is
a structured motor action sequence whose automatic elicitation is coupled to a specific
context/stimulus (Graybiel, 2008; Seger & Spiering, 2011). Habits can be strongly fixed, and
once triggered can go to completion without conscious control. Instead of processing
contextual information of an event and comparing that with memory based on the outcome of a
previous experience to elicit the appropriate response, the whole habitual interaction is reduced
to simple stimulus-response control. Persistent behaviour still possesses flexibility but at a
reduced level compared to novel learning, thus, extinction resistance is characterized by a
graded reduction in response flexibility (i.e. extinction learning) over a longer period than
normal extinction. Similar molecular pathways are thought to underlie some processes involved
in the retrieval of memory in flexible and inflexible individuals (Kida, 2019); however, the
pathways that distinguish persistence from extinction learning are still understudied (Livneh
and Paz, 2012).
Both flexible and inflexible behaviours are thought to involve similar phases of learning
(e.g. consolidation) while differing in others (e.g. acquisition of extinction). Transcriptional
activity related to extinction of prey catching conditioning in B. orientalis is thus expected to
differ during the acquisition stage following retrieval between animals that exhibit extinction
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and those that show resistance to extinction. This is because the flexible animal is learning a
new association while the resistant animal is simply retrieving the memory of the previously
conditioned response. However, at 24 h gene expression is expected to be similar between
groups given that the consolidation (following short training) and maintenance (following long
training) phases of extinction share many molecular mechanisms. In order to further show
transcription profiles that are unique to extinction learning and explore the underlying
molecular pathways involved, I compared gene expression between short-trained animals that
showed behavioral extinction, and long-trained animals that did not.

4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Conditioning & time course
Analysis of transcriptomic profiles associated with extinction learning and extinction
resistance was performed using the updated de novo transcriptome (Chapter 3: Methods 3.2).
Gene expression in toads that were subjected to either a short or long (overtrained) acquisition
training protocol was compared following the same extinction training procedure.
While the pre-conditioning and shaping protocols were unchanged from the first
experiment (Chapter 2: Methods 2.2.3), the conditioning and time course of sacrifice were
modified. During initial acquisition, the short-trained toads were subjected to two training
sessions, while the long-trained toads were subjected to six training sessions. Inter-session
interval was set to 72 hours in both treatments during acquisition training, with the inter-trial
interval set at 3 minutes. Following successful acquisition, toads were left to rest in their home
terrariums for 72 hours before beginning extinction training. Extinction training was similar to
acquisition training, except that no food reinforcement was provided, and all toads were only
subjected to two sessions happening on the same day with a 30-minute inter-session interval.
The time it took toads to execute five snaps toward the cricket video stimulus (i.e. latency to
task completion) was measured. Brain gene expression following extinction training was
quantified at two time-points (2 and 24 h) in order to capture early and late gene expression
associated with extinction learning. Thus, there were four groups of toads (short-trained/2 h
post-extinction, short-trained/24 h post-extinction, long-trained/2 h post-extinction, longtrained/24 h post-extinction). Sacrifice times were based on the time elapsed from the start of
the first extinction trial. During the 30-minute inter-session interval in extinction, toads were
placed in a separate opaque plastic container filled with 2 cm of water. Toads were returned to
their home terrarium during the interval between the end of extinction training and sacrifice.
The bioinformatic analysis pipeline used was unmodified from Chapter 2 (Chapter 2: Methods
2.2.8)
4.2.2 Differential expression & enrichment analyses
For the short- vs. long-trained experiment, analysis was done in a pair-wise fashion, with
long-trained groups being compared against the short-trained groups (2 h long-trained vs. 2 h
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short-trained & 24 h long-trained vs. 24 h short-trained). Differentially expressed genes (DEG)
were sorted using a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.25 (Chapter 2: Methods 2.2.8.2). Gene
Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis was performed for DEG in each individual group using the
DAVID Bioinformatics Resources website and the PANTHER classification system (Huang et
al, 2009: Thomas, 2003). DEG sets were compared to a background gene list consisting of all
non-redundant gene annotations found in the assembled transcriptome (n=29940 non-redundant
annotated transcripts). Resulting functional groups were filtered for minimum gene
membership and significance (≥3 genes; Fisher’s exact test p≤0.05). In order to investigate
possible molecular pathways involved, I searched the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genomes (KEGG) database using the DAVID Bioinformatics resource and performed a similar
enrichment analysis. However, this analysis was done by combining time-points within the
short- and long-trained groups (2 h + 24 h short-trained vs. 2 h + 24 h long-trained).

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Conditioning
For the second RNA-seq experiment, 6 short- and 6 long-trained toads were included in
the analysis. Prey catching performance in the selected toads was characterized by a decrease in
mean latency to reach 5 snaps between the first and second acquisition sessions in both shortand long-trained groups (Figure 9). GEE analysis of mean latency in the first two acquisition
sessions showed a significant effect of session (χ2(1)=110.96, p<0.001) and no effect of group
(χ2(1)=0.03, p=0.87) or a session by group interaction (χ2(1)=0.49, p=0.49), indicating that
short- and long-trained toads performed similarly during acquisition. Prey catching
performance decreased only slightly with further training in long-trained toads, as within-group
LSD contrasts only showed significantly lower latencies between sessions 2-6 and 4-6. Withinsession performance patterns of individual toads for the first and second acquisition sessions
are shown in Supplementary Figure S1-0A. Both short- and long-trained toads showed a
notable decline in the latency to reach 5 snaps during the first session, which stabilized during
the second session.
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Figure 9: Prey-catching performance during acquisition and extinction in the second RNAseq experiment. Lines represent the mean session latency to 5 snaps (±SEM). Short-trained
toads (red line, n=6) were subjected to 12 acquisition trials administered across two sessions
(A1 and A2), while long-trained toads (blue line, n=6) were subjected to 36 acquisition trials
across six sessions (A1-A6). Both groups were subjected to two sessions of six extinction
trials (E1-E2). Inter-session interval was set at 72 hours during acquisition, and 30 minutes
during extinction.
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Prey catching performance during extinction differed dramatically between groups, with
only the short-trained toads showing increased mean latency to reach 5 snaps in the second
extinction session (Figure 9; GEE group by session interaction: χ2(1)=9.73, p=0.002). Withinsession performance patterns of individual toads during extinction sessions are shown in
Supplementary Figure S1-0B. Short-trained toads show an increase in the latency to reach 5
snaps in the second session, while the long-trained toads show stable, low latencies across both
sessions. GEE analysis over all extinction trials showed a significant group by trial interaction
(χ2(10) =89762, p<0.001), with LSD contrasts showing significantly longer latency to 5 snaps
at trials 10 and 12 in short-trained toads (E1-E10, p=0.03; E1-E11, p=0.06; E1-E12, p<0.001).
LSD contrasts showed no evidence of extinction in long-trained toads. Overall, the behavioural
results show that all toads selected for the brain genomic analysis acquired prey catching
conditioning, but that only the short-trained group showed extinction of the prey catching
response in the late trials of the second extinction session.
4.3.2 Transcriptome assembly

For assembly results see Chapter 3: Results 3.3.1.2.
4.3.3 Differential expression analysis
Diﬀerential expression was analyzed at two time points by comparing gene expression
between short- and long-trained groups. A total of 76,673 transcripts were diﬀerentially
expressed before sorting for significance, with a total of 2228 annotated transcripts remaining
for the short- vs. long-trained group comparisons (0.25≤FDR; Table 10). The total number of
DEG in the short- versus long-trained group was similar (Figure 10). Out of 2228 DEG only 26
were annotated as uncharacterized protein. Subsequent homology search of these DEG against
the Xenopus spp. database found 8 orthologues, spread evenly across the four treatments.
Finally, 6 of these orthologues showed strong motif matching, suggesting that they effectively
code for proteins.
4.3.3.1 False discovery rate
Similar to the Chapter 3 analysis (see Chapter 3: Methods 3.3.2.1), I expected more
differential expression, and more pathway enrichment, in the Chapter 4 analysis (short vs. long
training). Thus, I also decided to use a less stringent cutoff for the Chapter 4 analysis
(0.25≤FDR, no Fold-change cutoff).
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Figure 10: Volcano plots of differential brain gene expression associated with prey-catching
conditioning in the fire-bellied toad. Figures represent differentially expressed genes
associated with extinction following short vs. long training at 2 hours (A) and 24 hours (B). In
both figures, negative fold-change values are transcripts with higher expression following
Short-trained treatment, while positive values are higher following Long-training. The Y axis
represents log10 false discovery rate (FDR) values with higher values representing greater
statistical significance. Hatched lines represent statistical significance boundaries for FDR and
Fold change. Horizontal hatched lines are set to the equivalent of a 0.25 FDR cut-off, while
vertical lines show an absolute 2-fold change cut-off. Red points represent differentially
expressed transcripts with both >2-fold change expression and >0.25 FDR. Blue and gray dots
are only significant with respect to either the FDR (blue) or fold change (gray).
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Table 10: Number

of annotated differentially expressed genes (DEG) in the short vs. long
training experiment at 2 and 24 hours after onset of extinction. The transcriptome was
annotated using a local BLAST search against the Swissprot protein and NCBI-NR
databases. Totals have been split by higher relative DEG expression: number of genes
with higher expression in long-trained/extinction vs. higher expression in shorttrained/acquisition. The FDR cut-off is the maximum adjusted p-value cut-off used to
filter DEG.
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4.3.3.2 IEG expression patterns
Immediate early gene expression is a well-established component of activity-dependent
neural plasticity (Clayton, 2000; Minatohara et al., 2016). Previous work on learning-related
gene expression in B. orientalis highlighted strong IEG activation (Chapter 2; Lewis et al.,
2020). While we see a similar pattern in the expression of some IEGs from 2 to 24 h within
treatments (e.g. c-fos, arc/arg3.1, egr-1), no differentially expressed IEGs were found when
comparing short and long training toads within time-points. Instead, many IEGs, and also a
number of relevant late expressed genes (see Discussion) were found to be expressed equally
between treatments. This suggests that extinction training following both short and long
acquisition engages similar molecular pathways at both time-points.
4.3.4 Enrichment analysis
4.3.4.1 Long vs. short training
Functional group enrichment analysis was performed to identify possible molecular
pathways involved in extinction learning, which was seen only following short training. Only
significantly enriched groups (Fisher’s exact test ≤0.05) consisting of 3 or more genes were
accepted. At 2 hours after extinction, the short-trained group showed 62 biological process
(BP), 21 cellular component (CC), and 37 molecular function (MF) enriched functional groups,
while the long-trained group had 70 BP, 20 CC, and 12 MF enriched functional groups
(Supplementary Tables S1-S14/S15). At 24 hours after extinction, the short-trained group
showed 63 BP, 22 CC, and 17 MF enriched functional groups, while the long-trained group
showed 60 BP, 20 CC, and 38 MF enriched functional groups (Supplementary Tables S1S16/17).
4.3.4.2 2-hour post-extinction
BP enrichment in the short-trained group at 2-hour post extinction consisted mainly of
functional categories related to structural cell changes and signaling pathways related to
plasticity and gene expression (structural modification, signaling, gene expression), while the
long-trained group showed greatest enrichment in categories related to protein modification and
cell process (Figure 11A). Structural modification in the short-trained group was represented
mainly by the neuron projection development category, followed by microtubule cytoskeleton,
cytoskeletal organization, synapse assembly, neuron migration, and actin cytoskeleton
(Supplementary Figure S1-4). The long-trained group also showed enrichment in the structural
modification category, and while cytoskeletal organization and actin cytoskeleton showed
similar gene numbers compared to the short-trained group, neuron projection development
enrichment was quite low after long training. In the signaling category, both groups showed
enrichment in GTPase activity, signal transduction, synaptic signaling, and MAPK signaling,
but the long-trained group also showed enrichment in TOR signaling and wnt signaling
pathway (Supplementary Figure S1-4). While enrichment between the two groups was
somewhat similar in the synaptic signaling and MAPK signaling categories, GTPase activity
and signal transduction enrichment was much higher in the short-trained group. The Protein
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modification category was most enriched in the long-trained group, with the short-trained group
only showing enrichment in proteolysis. Interestingly, while both groups showed enrichment in
the gene expression category, only the long-trained group showed enrichment in negative
regulation of transcription. The short-trained group showed enrichment in DNA & RNA
metabolism categories, which consist of low level GO categories related to transcriptional
activity (transcription-coupled nucleotide-excision repair, mRNA splicing via spliceosome,
mRNA splice site selection; supplementary table S1-14), while the long-trained group showed
activity in negative regulation of transcription (negative regulation of NF-kappaB transcription
factor activity, negative regulation of mRNA polyadenylation, negative regulation of
transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter) and non-transcriptional DNA metabolic
processes (DNA integration/recombination/repair; supplementary table S1-15).
In the MF category at 2-hour post-extinction, both groups were enriched for general
binding and catalytic activity; however, important differences existed in enriched functions
within these categories and the overall level of enrichment in each group (Figure 12A). In the
short-trained group, the greatest MF enrichment was found in the protein binding group and
related to cell adhesion and calcium binding (cadherin binding involved in cell adhesion,
calmodulin binding). Further enrichment was seen in the nucleic acid binding category, which
consisted mainly of poly(A) RNA binding and (general) nucleic acid binding activity, both of
which were putatively involved in general transcriptional regulation. We also see some
enriched categories related to cytoskeletal modification (cytoskeletal protein binding &
cytoskeleton) and GTPase binding activity (Rap/Rac GTPase binding, Rho/Ras guanylnucleotide exchange factor activity). Enrichment in the catalytic activity group was related to
post-translational modification (ubiquitination & dimerization) and general catalytic activity
consisting of ligase, oxidoreductase, and ATPase activity. Enrichment in the short-trained
group at 2 hours was localized mainly to the cytoplasm, the microtubule associated
cytoskeleton (microtubule, microtubule organizing center, microtubule cytoskeleton), and the
synapse (postsynaptic membrane, presynaptic active zone; Figure 12A). MF enrichment in the
long-trained group at 2-hout post-extinction was found in the general binding category, which
differed from the short-trained group both by showing less overall enrichment and in that most
of the binding activity was spread across RNA binding, protein kinase binding, and
transcription factor binding (Figure 12A). Further enrichment was found in catalytic activity,
which included categories related to general post-translational modification activity
(phosphatase, ligase). Finally, the majority of this activity in the long-trained group was
localized to various cell membranes, the general cell cytoplasm, as well as cell projections of
neurons (axons, dendrites) and the lamellipodium/ruffle complex involved in cell movement
(Figure 12A).
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Figure 11: Counts of differentially expressed genes within gene ontology Biological
Process functional categories. Enriched categories in short- and long-trained treatments
were grouped by functional similarity. Panel A: gene counts for short- and long-trained
treatment at 2 h post-extinction training. Panel B: gene counts for short- and longtrained treatment at 24 h post-extinction training. Constituent GO assignments of each
functional group are listed in supplementary figure S1-4 & supplementary tables S114,15,16,17.
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Figure 12: Distribution of gene ontology assignments for the Molecular Function (MF) and
Cell Component (CC) categories for the short- and long-trained groups. Panel A: Bar chart
represents MF gene counts following short and long training at 2 h, while pie charts represent
the top 10 CC functional groups. Panel B: Bar chart represents MF gene counts following short
and long training at 24 h, while pie charts represent the top 10 CC functional groups. Bar GO
categories are manually sorted, high-level GO groups, and constituent GO assignments are
listed in supplementary tables S1-14,15,16,17. To simplify the figures, X axes are capped, ‘*’
shows gene totals in bars that exceed cap.
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4.3.4.3 24-hour post-extinction
At 24 h after extinction, enrichment in the structural modification, signaling, gene
expression, and protein modification categories was substantially different compared to the 2 h
time point (Figure 11B). Structural modification at 24 h in the short-trained toads showed
enrichment in the neuron projection development and synapse organization categories, similar
to what was seen at 2 h (Supplementary figure S1-4B). In the long-training group at 24 h, there
was minimal enrichment in the structural modification categories (microtubule cytoskeleton,
neuron differentiation, synapse organization) that were enriched at 2 h. Both groups showed
increased gene expression activity at 24 h compared to 2 h, with transcription the most
enriched in both groups. Furthermore, enrichment of transcription (principally transcription,
DNA-templated) shows the greatest change in activity with an increase in both groups from 2 h,
although the short-trained group showed more than twice the number of enriched genes in this
functional group compared to long-trained toads. In the short-trained group, chromatin
organization was the only other enriched category, while the long-trained group also showed
RNA metabolic process enrichment in addition to transcription.
Protein modification activity in the short-trained group at 24 h showed a loss of all
proteolysis enrichment compared to 2 h, but an increase in protein transport and protein
modification process functional groups (Supplementary figure S1-4B, table S1-16). While the
long-trained group showed a loss of translation and protein binding enrichment at 24 h, it
maintained similar levels of enrichment in the other functional groups at both time points
(supplementary table S1-17). Lastly, at 24 h signaling activity showed similar qualitative
enrichment compared to 2 h, although cell surface receptor signaling was now enriched in both
groups and TOR signaling was gone at 24 h. Like at 2 h, enrichment in the long-trained group
was represented in all signaling categories while the short-trained group did not show
enrichment in wnt signaling pathway and MAPK activity. Short-trained toad brains showed
reduced enrichment in signal transduction (general), synaptic signaling, and GTPase activity
while long-trained toads showed an increase in these categories at 24 h post-extinction
compared to 2 h and outpaced the short-trained enrichment in signal transduction and synaptic
signaling.
Enrichment in MF in the short-trained toads sampled at 24 h post-extinction was
dominated by protein binding activity (Figure 12B; supplementary table S1-16), the subcategories of which point to structural modification functions (calmodulin binding, actin
filament binding, Rho guanyl-nucleotide exchange factor activity, integrin binding). Similarly,
the long-trained group showed most enrichment in the protein binding category, but this
activity was mostly related to protein modification (homodimerization activity & identical
protein binding; figure 12B; supplementary table S1-17). The long-trained group also showed
substantial enrichment in ion binding, protein kinase activity, GTPase activity, nucleic acid
binding, and poly(A) RNA binding; all of which share involvement in transcriptional regulation.
Interestingly, MF enrichment at 24 h showed large qualitative and quantitative differences in
both groups compared to 2 h (17 MF at 24 h vs. 37 MF at 2 h). Short-trained toads at 24 h
showed reduced enrichment in almost all categories from 2 h, with the most enriched groups
changed from protein hetero/homodimerization at 2 h to calmodulin binding and ion channel
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binding at 24 h. In the long-trained group we see a reversed enrichment pattern compared to
short-trained toads, with more MF categories enriched at 24 h than 2 h post-extinction. Longtrained enrichment showed similar protein and protein kinase binding activity at 24 h compared
to 2 h, but includes a number of new categories (e.g. ion binding, nucleic acid binding, GTPase
activity) at 24 h.
Finally, in the short-trained group, activity at 24 h was localized mainly to cell
organelles and membranes (nucleus, Golgi and endoplasmic reticulum membranes; Figure 12B;
supplementary table S1-16), as well as neuron projections, microtubule cytoskeleton, cell
junction and synapse. This contrasts with the pattern seen in the 2 h short-trained group where
most activity was in the general cell cytoplasm, with no evidence of organelle localization and
comparatively reduced membrane activity (Figure 12A). Activity in the long-trained group at
24 h was localized mostly to membrane regions (Golgi membrane and mitochondria
membranes), as well as the organelles endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi body (Figure 12B;
supplementary table S1-17). But there was some activity localized to neuron projections (axons
and dendrites), and the synapse (presynaptic membrane, postsynaptic density, inhibitory
synapse; Figure 12B). Unlike the short-trained group 2-24 h contrast, the 2-24 h contrast in the
long-trained group is not as severe. Membrane localization is still the most enriched category,
and we still see evidence of neurite localization (axons, dendrites), however, cytoplasm
enrichment has been replaced with organelle localization for the second-most enriched CC
category.
4.3.4.4 Pathway analysis
I searched the KEGG database using the 2228 annotated DEG to examine the activation
of putative biological pathways across time points in the short- and long-trained toad brains.
DEG at the two time points within each training group were combined to search for pathway
enrichment. In the short-trained group, 26 enriched pathways were found, while only 7
pathways were enriched in the long-trained group (Table 11; supplementary table S1-18).
Pathway enrichment in the short-trained group included many pathways related to synaptic
plasticity and learning (e.g. MAPK & calcium signaling pathways, endocytosis, axon guidance,
serotonergic/dopaminergic/ glutamatergic synaptic transmission, long-term potentiation and
depression). The most enriched groups in terms of gene count were MAPK signaling and
calcium signaling with 19 and 13 DEG, respectively, while the pathways with the greatest fold
enrichment (FE) were long-term depression (3.47), wnt signaling (3.39), and axon guidance
(3.31). In the long-trained group, learning-related enrichment was confined to 3 signaling
pathways: neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction (8 DEG; 2.48FE), tight junction (5 DEG;
3.78 FE) and wnt signaling (4 DEG; 2.89 FE; table 11), and 4 pathways that bear no obvious
relationship with learning (AMPK signaling, herpes simplex infection, glycerolipid metabolism,
microRNAs in cancer; supplementary table S1-18).
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Table 11: Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways enriched in toad
brains following extinction subsequent to short and long acquisition training. All
differentially expressed genes (DEG) in the 2 and 24 hour time-points within each treatment
were combined for this pathway enrichment analysis. Count column shows the number of
genes found in each pathway that was significantly enriched, while Fold Enrichment is a
measure of the magnitude of pathway enrichment. Entries were filtered for plasticity related
function, the full KEGG pathway list can be found in supplementary table S1-18.
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4.3.5 Transcriptional signatures of learning
In order to look for genomic signatures of extinction learning, I searched constituent
genes of functional groups associated with plasticity that are known to be important in
mammalian LTP. Many learning-related genes were not differentially expressed at any timepoint (e.g. camk2, bdnf). However, extinction training resulted in distinct glutamatergic and
calcium signaling activity in the brains of short-trained and long-trained toads (Table 12).
Multiple calcium signaling genes were upregulated following short training at 2 h, including
voltage-dependent calcium channel subunits (L-VDCC) gamma-8 (cacng8), beta-2 (cacnb2),
and beta-3 (cacnb3), and calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase type 1D (camka1d).
Further, several ionotropic and metabotropic glutamate receptors were also upregulated
following short training, including inotropic glutamate receptors subunit NMDA 1 (grin1),
NMDA 2D (grin2d), 4 (gria4), and delta-1 (grid1), as well as the metabotropic receptors 2
(mGlur2), 4 (mGlur4), and 7 (mGlur7). Aside from glutamate and calcium signaling activity,
short training also resulted in the expression of D(5)-like dopamine receptor (dl) and Mitogenactivated protein kinase 15 (mapk15). Interestingly, while long training induced the expression
of one L-VDCC (cacna1d) and two glutamate receptors (grid1, mGlur2), calcium/calmodulindependent protein kinase II inhibitor 2 (camk2n2), an inhibitor of camk2, was also found
following long training at 24 h, as was egr-1. The pattern of expression in these learningassociated genes illustrates that short training, but not long training, resulted in a general
similarity in transcriptional signatures compared to mammalian learning (see below).
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Table 12: Expression patterns for a subset of learning-related differentially expressed genes
in short- and long-trained toad brains following extinction at 2 h and 24 h. Genes upregulated
in both treatments (i.e. Glutamate receptor ionotropic, delta-1) represent differential isoform
expression. Gene expression in a group, denotes a positive regulation compared to the
opposite treatment (e.g. short- vs. long-trained). Numbers represent fold-change.
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4.4 Discussion
In this analysis I compared early and late gene expression profiles associated with
extinction learning in toads submitted to short and long acquisition training before extinction.
As previously demonstrated by Ramsay et al. (2013), extended prey catching conditioning
resulted in resistance to extinction in Bombina orientalis. Because only 3 subjects were rejected
based on prey catching performance criteria, the present study suggests that resistance to
extinction after extended training applies to both widely spaced training using single daily trials
(Ramsay et al. 2013) and massed training using sessions of 6 trials (present study). The long
training group in the present study showed no measurable behavioural extinction in the two
consecutive extinction sessions used to trigger brain gene expression. This lack of behavioural
extinction is associated with distinct patterns of brain gene expression compared to toads that
display behavioural extinction after a shorter period of prey catching conditioning prior to the
extinction procedure. Nevertheless, my analyses showed that the absence of behavioural
extinction after long training does not reflect a lack of genomic response in the brains of toads
submitted to the extinction procedure. Interestingly, we see similar enrichment in functional
categories related to cell plasticity (i.e. structural modification & cell processes) at 2h and a
similarity in signaling, transcription and protein modification at 24 h in both groups. However,
we also see transcriptional activity following long training related to suppression of learningrelated neuroplasticity pathways at 2 h. Further, the expression of genes related to the
destabilization of retrieved memory (see Chapter 3) is only seen following short training. The
results suggest that extinction learning engaged ‘new’ learning mechanisms (e.g. acquisition,
consolidation, maintenance) in the short-trained toads, but that in long-trained toads
mechanisms related to the destabilization of the retrieved conditioned memory and the
acquisition phase of extinction learning, were suppressed, thus preventing new learning.
4.4.1 Extinction learning following short vs. long training
Short- and long-trained toads showed most enrichment in functional categories related
to plastic changes in neuronal architecture and signaling pathways associated with learning at 2
h and 24 h. There is a striking similarity between short- and long-trained groups in plasticityrelated enrichment at both 2 and 24 h, specifically with respect to signaling, structural
modification, and cell processes. While overall levels of enrichment are quite low in the longtrained group compared to the short-trained group (at least at 2 h), upregulation of DEG
involved in dendrite and axon extension, axon guidance and dendritic spine growth are present
in both groups. Furthermore, immediate early genes (IEG) related to plasticity (e.g. c-fos, arc,
egr-2, npas4, and bdnf) are equally expressed between the short- and long-trained groups.
There does not appear to be a qualitative difference overall in brain gene expression at 2 h
between short- and long-trained toads related to overall structural cell changes, as both groups
show pathway activation related to axonogenesis, axon/dendrite guidance & extension, and
synaptogenesis. However, this activity in the long-trained group does not appear to be related to
learning given the lack of structural modification activity at 24 h (see Chapter 2) and lack of
behavioral extinction, suggesting that plasticity-related gene expression following long training
is not related to new learning.
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Learning-related molecular pathways associated with extinction training do not appear
to be engaged following long acquisition training, as evidenced first by the fact that there are
far fewer enriched genes in many of the plasticity-related functional categories following longtraining (e.g. neuron projection development, GTPase activity) at 2 h compared to the shorttrained group, and a lack of neuron projection development enrichment at 24 h in the longtraining group. This indicates reduced long-term structural neural changes following long
training, likely due to reduced acquisition phase activity, which precludes learning. Perhaps the
best evidence that gene expression following long training does not engaged new learning
mechanisms is that while KEGG pathway enrichment following short training engages multiple
important learning pathways (e.g. axon guidance, LTP/LTD, dopamine/glutamate synapse
signaling), long training only shows enrichment in three pathways that may have learningrelated functions (tight junction, neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction, wnt signaling).
Further, while some genes in these pathways are related to plasticity (e.g. glutamate receptors,
axon extension, cytoskeletal modification), most of the constituent genes are not related to
plasticity. Taken together, this suggests that extinction resistance following long training in B.
orientalis results from ‘new’ learning mechanisms associated with extinction learning not being
engaged. Interestingly, there is evidence that this lack of learning pathway engagement
following long training results from pathway suppression, possibly through epigenetic
inhibition of gene expression necessary for memory destabilization, which we will explore in
the next section.
4.4.2 Memory destabilization following short- vs. long-training
As we saw in Chapter 3, extinction learning represents ‘new’ learning and involves the
retrieval of the conditioned memory followed by an acquisition, consolidation, and
maintenance phase of new learning. Retrieved memories are destabilized and subject to
interference, but with time become consolidated and stable. At 2 h, extinction training in shorttrained toads leads to retrieval of the original memory and subsequent ‘new’ learning of the
changed reward contingency, which the GO and KEGG enrichment results support.
Conversely, in long-trained toads the memory does not appear to be destabilized. This is
evidenced by the expression patterns of genes associated with the acquisition phase of learning.
Recall from Chapter 3 that the acquisition phase of extinction learning involves activation of
glutamate and voltage-gated calcium receptors, and also involves calcineurin and camk2
activity. The acquisition phase of learning appears to be engaged following short training given
the expression of multiple L-VDCC and NMDA receptors at 2 h. Further, even though no
differential expression of calcineurin or camk2 was found between groups, camk1d, which has
a similar cellular function as camk2 (Sakagami et al., 2005; Kamata et al., 2007), is expressed
following short training; perhaps suggesting greater calcium pathway involvement in the brains
of short-trained toads. Surprisingly, at 24 h the activity of gene components of the
consolidation pathways discussed in Chapter 3 is similar between groups (e.g. mapk, camk4,
ac, creb; see Chapter 3 section 3.1.4), except for pka which is expressed following long
training. Interestingly, pka has been linked to extinction inhibition (see Tronson et al., 2012).
The possible activation of the consolidation pathway may reflect that, while the short-trained
group is undergoing consolidation, the long-trained group is undergoing maintenance processes
given that consolidation is unlikely if the memory was not destabilized. Consolidation and
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maintenance involve activation of similar pathways related to gene expression and protein
synthesis (for a review see Smolen et al., 2019), which we see at 24 h in both groups by
similarity in signaling, transcription, and protein modification processes enrichment. However,
consolidation also involves structural modification involving actin cytoskeletal elements as
well as axon and dendrite growth (see Chapter 2), which we only see following short training at
24 h. Ultimately, the genomic response we see in the long-trained group is not fully related to
learning but instead reflects a suppression of learning-related pathways at 2 h and maintenance
related activity at 24 h. This conclusion is supported first by minimal KEGG pathway
enrichment related to learning in the long-trained group, and second by the lack of structural
modification enrichment at 24 h post-extinction even though GTPase activity and signal
transduction enrichment in the long-trained group is higher than in the short-trained group.
4.4.3 Mechanisms of extinction resistance
Gene expression related to signaling and chromatin modification indicate that extinction
resistance following long training results from the direct suppression of plasticity-related
pathways and epigenetic suppression of gene expression. Possible explanations for the
transcriptional similarity following short and long training at 2 h and 24 h, given distinct
behavioural responses and lack of plasticity-related KEGG pathway enrichment, are the
suppression of pathways related to the destabilization of a retrieved memory during the
acquisition phase of extinction learning. The apparent absence of memory destabilization
mechanisms during the acquisition phase may be the result of pathway suppression. Extinction
in the long-trained group appears to evoke qualitatively similar enrichment in signaling activity
at 2 h, illustrating that there is a signaling-related transcriptional response to extinction
following long training despite the absence of behavioural extinction. However, while the
number of constituent genes are similar between short- and long-trained groups in the MAPK
cascades and synaptic signaling categories, there are substantially fewer genes related to
GTPase and general signal transduction pathways following long training at 2 h than following
short training. This may reflect the suppression of signaling pathways that lead to downstream
structural modification given the difference in structural modification enrichment between
groups at both time points. Furthermore, even though we see similar enrichment in MAPK
cascade and wnt signaling pathway between groups, there is evidence that these pathways are
being suppressed following long training. These signal transduction pathways play vital roles in
learning and memory function (Wang, Chang, & Sun, 2003; for a review see: Ryu & Lee,
2016; Fortress et al., 2013), and have also been shown to modulate extinction learning (Hugues
et al., 2004; Santini et al., 2004). For example, pharmacological inhibition of the MAPK
pathway prevents the acquisition of extinction learning in rats (Herry & Mon, 2006).
Interestingly, all genes in the MAPK cascade category at 2 h following long training are
associated with inhibition of the classical MAPK signaling pathway (receptor-type tyrosineprotein phosphatase kappa (ptprk), TNFAIP3-interacting protein 1 (tnip1), integrin alpha-1
(itga1), CDK5 regulatory subunit-associated protein 3 (cdk5rap3), E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase
(trim21), cAMP-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit alpha (prkaca); Isiegas et al., 2006;
Peng et al., 2010). Further, wnt signaling, a pathway involved in long-term memory formation
through catenin beta and GTPase regulation (Fortress et al., 2013), also shows evidence of
suppression (negative regulation of canonical wnt signaling pathway: 26S proteasome non78

ATPase regulatory subunit 1, Transcription factor 7-like 2; negative regulation of protein
tyrosine kinase: Caveolin-1; KEGG pathway genes: Axin-1, Angiomotin-like protein 1, Strovel
et al., 2000; Li et al., 2012; Fortress et al., 2013; Maguschak & Ressler, 2011). Hence, while we
see enrichment of MAPK and wnt signaling pathways in both training groups at 2 h, the gene
expression following long training appears to result in the suppression of these pathways.
Finally, the absence of learning related KEGG pathway enrichment, the lack of gene
expression related to memory destabilization, and reduced gene expression in plasticity-related
GO functional categories following long training compared to short training may be a result of
the suppression of transcription. Gene expression following short training shows evidence of
positive regulation of transcription at 2 h (e.g. RNA metabolic processes: SNW domaincontaining protein 1, YTH domain-containing protein 1, Survival motor neuron protein 1; DNA
metabolic process: PAXIP1-associated glutamate-rich protein 1, Pre-mRNA-splicing factor
SYF1, General transcription factor IIH subunit 3). This can be contrasted with the long-trained
group, not only by the absence of enrichment in the RNA metabolic processes category but also
by the fact that the most enriched group in the gene expression category is related to gene
transcription inhibition (negative regulation of transcription). However, the hypothesis that
extinction resistance is a result of the suppression of gene transcription is best supported by
activity related to chromatin modification following long training (Hemstedt, Lattal, & Wood,
2017). Chromatin modification is involved in gene expression silencing; a mechanism known
to underlie extinction resistance following habit formation in mammals (for a review see:
Malvaez et al., 2009). Chromatin alterations by histone modifying enzymes in mammals
strengthen or block transcriptional changes involved in learning and memory. For example, the
acquisition of fear extinction increases histone acetylation of the P1 & P4 bdnf gene promoters,
leading to higher transcription of bdnf, while pharmacological suppression of such acetylation
results in extinction resistance (Bredy, et al., 2007). The chromatin organization category is
similarly enriched in brains of the short- and long-trained groups; however, gene expression in
the short-trained group is associated only with positive transcriptional regulation (actin-related
protein 8, AT-rich interactive domain-containing protein 1B, SWI/SNF-related matrixassociated actin-dependent regulator of chromatin subfamily D member 3, protein polybromo1, INO80 complex subunit B, ADP-sugar pyrophosphatase) while the long-trained group has
several genes that suppress transcription through chromatin modification (ubiquitin-conjugating
enzyme E2 U, histone-lysine N-methyltransferase PRDM9, eyes absent homolog 1; Cook, et
al., 2009; Wu et al., 2013). Further, chromatin modification genes are also found in the protein
modification group (cytoplasmic aconitate hydratase, polyhomeotic-like protein 1; Philpott et
al., 1994; Awad et al., 2013), the negative regulation of transcription group (ubiquitin
carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 7, G/T mismatch-specific thymine DNA glycosylase, lymphoid
enhancer-binding factor 1; Felle et al., 2011), and finally, in the signaling category (retinoic
acid receptor RXR-alpha, retinoic acid receptor alpha, lymphoid enhancer-binding factor 1).
Interestingly, lymphoid enhancer-binding factor 1 is known to interact with the wnt-signaling
pathway to effect transcriptional modulation of genes associated with chromatin assembly
(Chen et al., 2010; Santos & Kim, 2010; Srinivas et al., 2006; Tutter et al., 2001). Ultimately,
long training appears to result in chromatin modification activity associated with the
suppression of transcription, while chromatin modification following short training promotes
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transcription, which further supports the idea that learning-related pathways could be
suppressed by inhibitory transcriptional regulation following long training resulting in
resistance to extinction.
4.4.4 Conclusion
The results of this chapter illustrate the potential molecular mechanisms involved in
extinction learning in an amphibian, while also providing insight into molecular pathways
unique to extinction resistance. Extinction training elicited widespread genomic responses in
normal and overtrained toad brains, even though extinction behaviour was only evident
following short training. At 2 h following extinction training, both groups showed gene
expression associated with structural remodeling of the neuron, however signaling and gene
expression suppression was evident from the patterns of enrichment seen in long-trained toads.
At 24 h, both groups showed qualitatively similar plasticity enrichment in terms of signaling
pathways and transcriptional activity, but not structural activity. This suggests that long training
leads to the inability to engage learning mechanisms through pathway suppression and that
downstream expression reflects maintenance of the retrieved memory, not consolidation, as is
seen following short training. Ultimately, prior overtraining of a conditioned response before
extinction training leads to activation of pathways related to the suppression of new learning
within 2 h following extinction. Such suppression is possibly mediated by epigenetic inhibition
of transcription, preventing signaling pathways that trigger learning-related molecular cascades.
Hence, overtraining appears to engage mechanisms that suppress the destabilization of
retrieved memory and acquisition of new learning. We can, thus, conclude that extinction
resistance in the fire-bellied toad involves inhibition of early events necessary for synaptic
plasticity. Furthermore, the gene expression patterns described following short training, which
resemble what is seen in the mammalian literature on extinction learning, add support for the
overall hypothesis that a good part of general learning-related gene expression is conserved
from ancestral tetrapods to mammals.
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5 Chapter 5: General conclusion
The ultimate goal of my thesis was to describe the patterns of gene expression associated
with learning in B. orientalis. In chapter 2 I looked at the temporal expression of genes in the
brain following a conditioned learning event. I hypothesized that the temporal pattern of
expression would be similar to that of mammalian models based on the conservation of general
synaptic plasticity genes observed in other vertebrates. For the most part my hypothesis was
supported, but differences were found in the timing of expression of some genes and the
absence of important mammalian markers of learning-related plasticity (e.g. camk2).
Methodological constraints on the design of control procedures (see Chapter 2: 2.4.6) implied
that I could not explicitly conclude that the observed gene expression was specifically
associated with learning. In chapter 3, I compared gene expression profiles associated with the
acquisition and extinction of the conditioned prey-catching response to highlight pathway
similarities and, hence, further refine my description of learning-related gene expression from
chapter 2. I expected broad overlap in expression patterns with acquisition and extinction
learning due to the hypothesis that both types of training involve similar learning mechanisms
(novel & ‘new’ learning), while also expecting unique inhibitory pathways to be evident
following extinction training to help keep the previously learned response in check. Analysis of
expression profiles provided support for the ‘new’ learning hypothesis as well as evidence of
pathway suppression after extinction training. Finally, in chapter 4, I exploited the phenomenon
of behavioural persistence that follows extended training as an additional line of evidence to
identify gene expression associated with learning. I expected that expression in extinction
resistant toads would resemble that of normal toads during the early phases of learning (e.g.
acquisition/retrieval) but would diverge later during the consolidation and maintenance phases.
During the acquisition/retrieval phase of learning there were, indeed, similarities in expression
profiles between short- and long-training groups, but pathway similarities persisted at later
stages, contrary to my expectations. However, the magnitude of pathway enrichment was much
lower for long-trained toads early on, and there is evidence of unique pathways involved in
suppression of plasticity-related mechanisms following long-training at both time-points, which
likely contributes to extinction resistance.
Overall, my study of a basal tetrapod provides further support for the hypothesis that basic
learning pathways are conserved in vertebrates. The pattern of gene expression associated with
a conditioned learning event in B. orientalis resembles the general vertebrate pattern. The
induction of synaptic plasticity following a learning event starts with an increase of inducible
transcription factors (e.g. IEGs), and a parallel rapid elevation of mRNA expression associated
with structural, signaling, and receptor proteins. Later, transcription continues with structural
modification at pre/post synaptic sites, which leads into long-term changes in transcription,
structural genes activation and receptor abundance (e.g. glutamate receptors). However, the
transcriptional profiles assembled across these analyses also highlight patterns of expression
inconsistent with mammalian experiments. Differences in the timing of expression, the absence
of important mammalian DEG, and modification of plasticity-related molecular pathways
implicate some evolutionary divergence in the mechanisms of learning between ancestral
tetrapods and amniote vertebrates.
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Given the basal position of B. orientalis in tetrapod phylogeny and the long independent
evolutionary history of modern amphibians, divergence in the molecular mechanisms of
learning compared to other more derived tetrapods is possible; such divergence would be
evidenced by the discovery of taxonomically-restricted anuran orthologs in B. orientalis
learning-related gene expression. This is what I found. Several putative taxonomicallyrestricted gene orthologs, many of them protein coding, were differentially expressed after
conditioning in the B. orientalis transcriptome. Interestingly, Kwon (2015) points out that
Xenopus laevis and X. tropicalis genomes contains ~18000 taxonomically-restricted genes (see
also Hellsten, et al., 2010; Session, et al., 2016), possibly suggesting major genomic
evolutionary divergence between amphibians and amniotes. Some of this genomic evolutionary
divergence could well contribute to differences in learning mechanisms between amphibians
and other animals, but this will require further investigation of the taxonomically-restricted
genes identified in my study.

5.1 Signature of learning-related gene expression in the fire-bellied
toad
Describing the profiles of gene expression associated with the acquisition and extinction
of prey-catching conditioning, in both normal and extinction-resistant toads, allowed me to
assess gene expression common to all treatments that engaged molecular pathways specific to
learning. By extracting genes common to both acquisition and extinction (Chapter 3), and
short-trained extinction (Chapter 4), but excluding those either unique to acquisition,
extinction, or extinction resistance, we are left with a putative core group of learning-related
genes in B. orientalis. Subsequent GO/KEGG analysis of these core genes supports the
hypothesis of general conservation of learning-related gene expression between amphibians and
mammals.
5.1.1 Results & discussion
In order to examine putative core patterns of learning-related gene expression, all DEG
common to treatments with behavioural evidence of learning (acquisition & extinction after
short training) were manually sorted into high level Gene ontology (GO) categories and Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways. In total 354 genes were found in
common, and of these, 317 were associated with the biological process (BP) GO category, 288
with the molecular function (MF) category, 322 with the cellular component (CC) category,
and 107 were associated with KEGG pathways (Table 13; Figure 13). All categories with <4
constituent genes were removed, which left 10 BP, 14 MF, and 6 CC high level GO categories
and 15 KEGG pathways (Table 13). The majority of putative genes found in the above GO
categories and KEGG pathways are associated with transcription, structural modification of the
neuron or synapse, and intracellular signaling cascades. This has been a consistent finding
throughout this study and provides perhaps the greatest support the hypothesis of conservation
of learning mechanisms from amphibians to amniote vertebrates. Aside from general KEGG
and GO categories, we see several interesting genes that form the core of learning-related gene
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expression in Bombina (Table 14). For instance, we see a number of semaphorins and plexins
associated with axon guidance (see Chapter 2), as well as glutamate receptor genes associated
with excitatory neurotransmission and a number of genes related to structural plasticity of the
neuron.
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Figure 13: Distribution of gene ontology assignments for the Biological Process
(BP), Molecular Function (MF), and Cell Component (CC) categories for all
differentially expressed genes common to treatments associated with behavioural
evidence of learning (Core learning genes). GO categories are manually sorted, highlevel GO groups.
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Table 13: Putative core Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways
related to learning in B. orientalis. These were found by selecting all differentially expressed
genes common to treatments associated with behavioural evidence of learning from Chapters
2, 3 & 4. Genes were manually grouped and do not represent an enrichment analysis; thus,
Fold enrichment and Fisher’s statistics were not appropriate. Count column shows the
number of genes found in each associated pathway that was significantly enriched, while
Fold Enrichment is a measure of the magnitude of pathway enrichment.
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Table 14: Select subset of putative core learning-related genes in Bombina orientalis.
Genes were selected based on importance in mammalian learning. General Function
column represents the main function of the gene.
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Ultimately, we can conclude that the gene expression profile associated with learning in
the fire-bellied toad is shared with mammals. Structural modification, transcription, and cell
signaling, indicative of learning-related processes in mammals are also engaged by preycatching conditioning in the fire-bellied toad. The suppression mechanisms that separate
extinction learning from acquisition learning, and underlay extinction resistance, are not
included in this core signature of learning (see Chapters 3 & 4). The core signature of learningrelated gene expression in the fire-bellied toad provides evidence of molecular conservation of
learning mechanisms across vertebrates. The next step will be to functionally test the activity of
these putative core genes. Proteomic analysis and pharmacological inhibition of core gene
activity related to learning, as well as localization of this activity to neural substrates within the
brain, will allow further elucidation of the conservation of learning-related pathways in
tetrapods and expand our understanding of the neural basis and evolution of learning and
memory mechanisms in vertebrates.
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7 Chapter 7: Supplementary material
7.1 Section 1: Figures & tables

Supplementary figure S1- 0: Individual prey-catching conditioning acquisition and extinction response
curves of the 12 toads used for genomic analysis. A: Acquisition response curves. Only the results for
the first and second sessions are shown. B: Extinction response curves. Blue lines represent shorttrained toads subjected to 2 acquisition sessions of 6 trials before extinction. Green lines represent
Long-trained toads subjected to 6 acquisition sessions of 6 trials before extinction.
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Supplementary figure S1- 1: Preliminary experiment on the effect of delay between training sessions
on acquisition of the prey-catching response. Twelve fire-bellied toads were subjected to 12 preycatching conditioning trials distributed over two sessions, with the sessions occurring either on the same
day (between-session interval of 30 min; 2/d – black bars) or over two days (between-session interval of
24 h; 1/d – white bars). Data are mean + SEM. An equivalent decrease in the time to reach five snaps at
the cricket stimulus was found in both groups (session effect: F(1,9)=20.54, p = 0.0014; group effect
and session*group interaction: p > 0.05).
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Supplementary figure S1- 2: Individual prey-catching conditioning response curves of the 12 toads
used for genomic analysis. The toads were subjected to 12 conditioning trials across two sessions
separated by an interval of 30 min. Inter-trial interval within sessions was 3 minutes. Brain tissue was
collected at 2 h, 4 h, or 24 h after conditioning to assess temporal profiles of gene expression.
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Supplementary figure S1- 3: Frequency distribution of gene ontology (GO) assignments for the Biological Process
functional category in toad brains sampled two hours (A) and 24 hours (B) after the onset of acquisition (Gray bars) and
extinction (Black bars) training. Bars represent sum of differentially expressed genes within enriched GO categories which
were sorted into functional groups with similar (GO) assignments on left of figure. Functional groups have been further
nested into general, manually selected, functional categories identified on the right of the figure The miscellaneous category
includes enriched groups that could not be grouped together. The X axis is cut at 100 for clarity in panel A, and at 200 in
panel B. Further, in panel B, GO categories with less than 20 enriched genes have been omitted for clarity. Constituent GO
assignments are listed in supplementary tables S1-10,11,12,13. Frequency counts above cut-offs are marked with a diagonal
black line. ‘*’ shows gene totals in bars that exceed cap.
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Supplementary figure S1- 4: Frequency distribution of gene ontology (GO) assignments for the Biological Process functional category in
toad brains sampled two hours (A) and 24 hours (B) after the onset of extinction training. Bars represent sum of differentially expressed
genes within enriched GO categories which were sorted into functional groups with similar (GO) assignments on left of figure. Gray bars
represent gene enrichment in toad brains submitted to short training before extinction, while black bars show enrichment in toads
submitted to long training before extinction. Enriched functional groups have been further nested into general, manually selected,
functional categories identified on the right of the figure. Constituent GO assignments are listed in supplementary tables S1-14,15,16,17.
The miscellaneous category includes enriched groups that could not be grouped together. The X axis is cut at 45 for clarity. Frequency
counts above 45 are marked with a diagonal black line. ‘*’ shows gene totals in bars that exceed cap.

Supplementary table S1- 1: Motif analysis of putative anuran taxonomically-restricted learning-related
genes. All differentially expressed genes showing only anuran orthologs were subjected to a protein motif
search. The search produced 23 of 39 orthologs containing a protein motif. Prosite score represents the
quality of the sequence match, a score above 6.50 is generally considered a strong match (green), while a
score below 6.50 is a weak match (red). ORF represents the open reading frame within which the motif was
found. Treatment represents gene expression log2 fold-change at 2, 4, and 24 hours post-training
compared to control. Trinity ID’s refer to transcripts from initial de novo transcriptome assembly (Gene
Omnibus: GSE135054).

Supplementary table S1- 2: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially expressed genes
in the Early co-expression profile (2 h post-training) in comparison to controls.Supplementary table S1- 3:
Motif analysis of putative anuran taxonomically-restricted learning-related genes. All differentially expressed
genes showing only anuran orthologs were subjected to a protein motif search. The search produced 23 of
39 orthologs containing a protein motif. Prosite score represents the quality of the sequence match, a score
above 6.50 is generally considered a strong match (green), while a score below 6.50 is a weak match (red).
ORF represents the open reading frame within which the motif was found. Treatment represents gene
expression log2 fold-change at 2, 4, and 24 hours post-training compared to control. Trinity ID’s refer to
transcripts from initial de novo transcriptome assembly (Gene Omnibus: GSE135054).

Supplementary table S1- 4: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially expressed genes
in the Early co-expression profile (2 h post-training) in comparison to controls.

Supplementary table S1- 5: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially expressed genes
in the Intermediate co-expression profile (4 h post-training) in comparison to controls.Supplementary table
S1- 6: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially expressed genes in the Early coexpression profile (2 h post-training) in comparison to controls.Supplementary table S1- 7: Motif analysis
of putative anuran taxonomically-restricted learning-related genes. All differentially expressed genes
showing only anuran orthologs were subjected to a protein motif search. The search produced 23 of 39
orthologs containing a protein motif. Prosite score represents the quality of the sequence match, a score
above 6.50 is generally considered a strong match (green), while a score below 6.50 is a weak match (red).
ORF represents the open reading frame within which the motif was found. Treatment represents gene
expression log2 fold-change at 2, 4, and 24 hours post-training compared to control. Trinity ID’s refer to
transcripts from initial de novo transcriptome assembly (Gene Omnibus: GSE135054).

Supplementary table S1- 8: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially expressed genes
in the Early co-expression profile (2 h post-training) in comparison to controls.Supplementary table S1- 9:
Motif analysis of putative anuran taxonomically-restricted learning-related genes. All differentially expressed
genes showing only anuran orthologs were subjected to a protein motif search. The search produced 23 of
39 orthologs containing a protein motif. Prosite score represents the quality of the sequence match, a score
above 6.50 is generally considered a strong match (green), while a score below 6.50 is a weak match (red).
ORF represents the open reading frame within which the motif was found. Treatment represents gene
expression log2 fold-change at 2, 4, and 24 hours post-training compared to control. Trinity ID’s refer to
transcripts from initial de novo transcriptome assembly (Gene Omnibus: GSE135054).
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Supplementary table S1- 10: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially expressed genes in
the Early co-expression profile (2 h post-training) in comparison to controls.

Supplementary table S1- 11: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially expressed genes in
the Intermediate co-expression profile (4 h post-training) in comparison to controls.Supplementary table S112: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially expressed genes in the Early co-expression
profile (2 h post-training) in comparison to controls.

Supplementary table S1- 13: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially expressed genes in
the Intermediate co-expression profile (4 h post-training) in comparison to controls.

Supplementary table S1- 14: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially expressed genes in
the Late co-expression profile (24 h post-training) in comparison to controls.Supplementary table S1- 15:
Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially expressed genes in the Intermediate co-expression
profile (4 h post-training) in comparison to controls.Supplementary table S1- 16: Gene ontology functional
group enrichment of differentially expressed genes in the Early co-expression profile (2 h post-training) in
comparison to controls.

Supplementary table S1- 17: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially expressed genes in
the Intermediate co-expression profile (4 h post-training) in comparison to controls.Supplementary table S118: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially expressed genes in the Early co-expression
profile (2 h post-training) in comparison to controls.
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Supplementary table S1- 19: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially
expressed genes in the Intermediate co-expression profile (4 h post-training) in comparison to
controls.

Supplementary table S1- 20: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially
expressed genes in the Late co-expression profile (24 h post-training) in comparison to
controls.Supplementary table S1- 21: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially
expressed genes in the Intermediate co-expression profile (4 h post-training) in comparison to
controls.

Supplementary table S1- 22: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially
expressed genes in the Late co-expression profile (24 h post-training) in comparison to controls.

Supplementary table S1- 23: Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in Early co-expression
profile. Enriched GO groups have been grouped by similar function into manually selected non-GO
functional categories (Functional category). The Gene ontology functional group column
represents all enriched GO groups included in the associated functional category. The Included in
GO analysis column represents all genes included in the enriched GO groups, separated by up
and down regulation. The Similar function column represents all genes which were part of nonenriched GO functional groups that fall under the relevant Functional category.Supplementary
table S1- 24: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially expressed genes in the
Late co-expression profile (24 h post-training) in comparison to controls.Supplementary table S125: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially expressed genes in the
Intermediate co-expression profile (4 h post-training) in comparison to controls.

Supplementary table S1- 26: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially
expressed genes in the Late co-expression profile (24 h post-training) in comparison to
controls.Supplementary table S1- 27: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially
expressed genes in the Intermediate co-expression profile (4 h post-training) in comparison to
controls.
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Supplementary table S1- 28: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of differentially
expressed genes in the Late co-expression profile (24 h post-training) in comparison to controls.

Supplementary table S1- 29: Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in Early coexpression profile. Enriched GO groups have been grouped by similar function into manually
selected non-GO functional categories (Functional category). The Gene ontology functional group
column represents all enriched GO groups included in the associated functional category. The
Included in GO analysis column represents all genes included in the enriched GO groups,
separated by up and down regulation. The Similar function column represents all genes which
were part of non-enriched GO functional groups that fall under the relevant Functional
category.Supplementary table S1- 30: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of
differentially expressed genes in the Late co-expression profile (24 h post-training) in comparison
to controls.

Supplementary table S1- 31: Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in Early coexpression profile. Enriched GO groups have been grouped by similar function into manually
selected non-GO functional categories (Functional category). The Gene ontology functional group
column represents all enriched GO groups included in the associated functional category. The
Included in GO analysis column represents all genes included in the enriched GO groups,
separated by up and down regulation. The Similar function column represents all genes which
were part of non-enriched GO functional groups that fall under the relevant Functional category.

Supplementary table S1- 32: Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in Intermediate coexpression profile. Enriched GO groups have been grouped by similar function into manually
selected non-GO functional categories (Functional category). The Gene ontology functional group
column represents all enriched GO groups included in the associated functional category. The
Included in GO analysis column represents all genes included in the enriched GO groups,
separated by up and down regulation. The Similar function column represents all genes which
were part of non-enriched GO functional groups that fall under the relevant Functional
category.Supplementary table S1- 33: Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in Early coexpression profile. Enriched GO groups have been grouped by similar function into manually
selected non-GO functional categories (Functional category). The Gene ontology functional group
column represents all enriched GO groups included in the associated functional category. The
Included in GO analysis column represents all genes included in the enriched GO groups,
separated by up and down regulation. The Similar function column represents all genes which
were part of non-enriched GO functional groups that fall under the relevant Functional
category.Supplementary table S1- 34: Gene ontology functional group enrichment of
differentially expressed genes in the Late co-expression profile (24 h post-training) in comparison
to controls.

Supplementary table S1- 35: Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in Early coexpression profile. Enriched GO groups have been grouped by similar function into manually
selected non-GO functional categories (Functional category). The Gene ontology functional group
column represents all enriched GO groups included in the associated functional category. The
Included in GO analysis column represents all genes included in the enriched GO groups,
separated by up and down regulation. The Similar function column represents all genes which
were part of non-enriched GO functional groups that fall under the relevant Functional
category.Supplementary table S1- 36: Gene ontology
119 functional group enrichment of
differentially expressed genes in the Late co-expression profile (24 h post-training) in comparison
to controls.

Supplementary table S1- 37: Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in Early co-expression
profile. Enriched GO groups have been grouped by similar function into manually selected non-GO
functional categories (Functional category). The Gene ontology functional group column represents all
enriched GO groups included in the associated functional category. The Included in GO analysis
column represents all genes included in the enriched GO groups, separated by up and down
regulation. The Similar function column represents all genes which were part of non-enriched GO
functional groups that fall under the relevant Functional category.

Supplementary table S1- 38: Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in Intermediate coexpression profile. Enriched GO groups have been grouped by similar function into manually selected
non-GO functional categories (Functional category). The Gene ontology functional group column
represents all enriched GO groups included in the associated functional category. The Included in GO
analysis column represents all genes included in the enriched GO groups, separated by up and down
regulation. The Similar function column represents all genes which were part of non-enriched GO
functional groups that fall under the relevant Functional category.Supplementary table S1- 39:
Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in Early co-expression profile. Enriched GO groups have
been grouped by similar function into manually selected non-GO functional categories (Functional
category). The Gene ontology functional group column represents all enriched GO groups included in
the associated functional category. The Included in GO analysis column represents all genes included
in the enriched GO groups, separated by up and down regulation. The Similar function column
represents all genes which were part of non-enriched GO functional groups that fall under the relevant
Functional category.

Supplementary table S1- 40: Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in Intermediate coexpression profile. Enriched GO groups have been grouped by similar function into manually selected
non-GO functional categories (Functional category). The Gene ontology functional group column
represents all enriched GO groups included in the associated functional category. The Included in GO
analysis column represents all genes included in the enriched GO groups, separated by up and down
regulation. The Similar function column represents all genes which were part of non-enriched GO
functional groups that fall under the relevant Functional category.

Supplementary table S1- 41: Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in Late co-expression
profile. Enriched GO groups have been grouped by similar function into manually selected non-GO
functional categories (Functional category). The Gene ontology functional group column represents all
enriched GO groups included in the associated functional category. The Included in GO analysis
column represents all genes included in the enriched GO groups, separated by up and down
regulation. The Similar function column represents all genes which were part of non-enriched GO
functional groups that fall under the relevant Functional category.Supplementary table S1- 42:
Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in Intermediate co-expression profile. Enriched GO
groups have been grouped by similar function into manually selected non-GO functional categories
(Functional category). The Gene ontology functional group column represents all enriched GO groups
included in the associated functional category. The Included in GO analysis column represents all
genes included in the enriched GO groups, separated by up and down regulation. The Similar function
column represents all genes which were part of non-enriched GO functional groups that fall under the
relevant Functional category.Supplementary table S1- 43: Details of gene ontology enrichment
analysis in Early co-expression profile. Enriched GO groups have been grouped by similar function
into manually selected non-GO functional categories (Functional category). The Gene ontology
functional group column represents all enriched GO groups included in the associated functional
category. The Included in GO analysis column represents all genes included in the enriched GO
groups, separated by up and down regulation. The 120
Similar function column represents all genes which
were part of non-enriched GO functional groups that fall under the relevant Functional category.

Supplementary table S1- 44: Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in Intermediate coexpression profile. Enriched GO groups have been grouped by similar function into manually selected

Supplementary table S1- 46: Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in Intermediate coexpression profile. Enriched GO groups have been grouped by similar function into manually selected
non-GO functional categories (Functional category). The Gene ontology functional group column
represents all enriched GO groups included in the associated functional category. The Included in GO
analysis column represents all genes included in the enriched GO groups, separated by up and down
regulation. The Similar function column represents all genes which were part of non-enriched GO
functional groups that fall under the relevant Functional category.

Supplementary table S1- 47: Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in Late co-expression
profile. Enriched GO groups have been grouped by similar function into manually selected non-GO
functional categories (Functional category). The Gene ontology functional group column represents all
enriched GO groups included in the associated functional category. The Included in GO analysis column
represents all genes included in the enriched GO groups, separated by up and down regulation. The
Similar function column represents all genes which were part of non-enriched GO functional groups that
fall under the relevant Functional category.Supplementary table S1- 48: Details of gene ontology
enrichment analysis in Intermediate co-expression profile. Enriched GO groups have been grouped by
similar function into manually selected non-GO functional categories (Functional category). The Gene
ontology functional group column represents all enriched GO groups included in the associated
functional category. The Included in GO analysis column represents all genes included in the enriched
GO groups, separated by up and down regulation. The Similar function column represents all genes
which were part of non-enriched GO functional groups that fall under the relevant Functional category.

Supplementary table S1- 49: Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in Late co-expression
profile. Enriched GO groups have been grouped by similar function into manually selected non-GO
functional categories (Functional category). The Gene ontology functional group column represents all
enriched GO groups included in the associated functional category. The Included in GO analysis column
represents all genes included in the enriched GO groups, separated by up and down regulation. The
Similar function column represents all genes which were part of non-enriched GO functional groups that
fall under the relevant Functional category.

Supplementary table S1- 50: Average transcripts per million (TPM) for all genes in enriched KEGG
pathways. Pathway analysis was performed for all differentially expressed transcripts using the Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database. Only values for transcripts included in
significantly enriched pathways (p>=0.05; Fisher’s exact test) are reported. TPM values were obtained
from the eXpress read alignment tool and were averaged across replicates (+/- StErr).Supplementary
table S1- 51: Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in Late co-expression profile. Enriched GO
groups have been grouped by similar function into manually selected non-GO functional categories
(Functional category). The Gene ontology functional group column represents all enriched GO groups
included in the associated functional category. The Included in GO analysis column represents all genes
included in the enriched GO groups, separated by up and down regulation. The Similar function column
represents all genes which were part of non-enriched GO functional groups that fall under the relevant
Functional category.Supplementary table S1- 52: Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in
Intermediate co-expression profile. Enriched GO groups have been grouped by similar function into
manually selected non-GO functional categories (Functional category). The Gene ontology functional
group column represents all enriched GO groups included in the associated functional category. The
Included in GO analysis column represents all genes included in the enriched GO groups, separated by
up and down regulation. The Similar function column represents all genes which were part of nonenriched GO functional groups that fall under the relevant Functional category.

Supplementary table S1- 53: Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in Late co-expression
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profile. Enriched GO groups have been grouped by
similar function into manually selected non-GO
functional categories (Functional category). The Gene ontology functional group column represents all
enriched GO groups included in the associated functional category. The Included in GO analysis column
represents all genes included in the enriched GO groups, separated by up and down regulation. The
Similar function column represents all genes which were part of non-enriched GO functional groups that
fall under the relevant Functional category.Supplementary table S1- 54: Details of gene ontology
enrichment analysis in Intermediate co-expression profile. Enriched GO groups have been grouped by

Supplementary table S1- 55: Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in Late co-expression profile.
Enriched GO groups have been grouped by similar function into manually selected non-GO functional
categories (Functional category). The Gene ontology functional group column represents all enriched GO
groups included in the associated functional category. The Included in GO analysis column represents all
genes included in the enriched GO groups, separated by up and down regulation. The Similar function
column represents all genes which were part of non-enriched GO functional groups that fall under the
relevant Functional category.

Supplementary table S1- 56: Average transcripts per million (TPM) for all genes in enriched KEGG
pathways. Pathway analysis was performed for all differentially expressed transcripts using the Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database. Only values for transcripts included in
significantly enriched pathways (p>=0.05; Fisher’s exact test) are reported. TPM values were obtained
from the eXpress read alignment tool and were averaged across replicates (+/- StErr).Supplementary
table S1- 57: Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis in Late co-expression profile. Enriched GO
groups have been grouped by similar function into manually selected non-GO functional categories
(Functional category). The Gene ontology functional group column represents all enriched GO groups
included in the associated functional category. The Included in GO analysis column represents all genes
included in the enriched GO groups, separated by up and down regulation. The Similar function column
represents all genes which were part of non-enriched GO functional groups that fall under the relevant
Functional category.

Supplementary table S1- 58: Average transcripts per million (TPM) for all genes in enriched KEGG
pathways. Pathway analysis was performed for all differentially expressed transcripts using the Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database. Only values for transcripts included in
significantly enriched pathways (p>=0.05; Fisher’s exact test) are reported. TPM values were obtained
from the eXpress read alignment tool and were averaged across replicates (+/- StErr).

Supplementary table S1- 59: Average transcripts per million (TPM) of the most relevant differentially
expressed genes at 2h, 4h, and 24h post-conditioning. IEG groups represents any gene categorized as
an immediate early gene. General learning-related group represents highly relevant mammalian learningrelated genes that do not fall into other categories. Structural group represents any gene involved in
cytoskeletal modification. Guidance group represents any gene involved in axon guidance. Apoptotic
group represents any gene involved in programmed cell death. Gene selection was based on GO
functional group enrichment analysis cross-referenced against the mammalian learning literature.
Average TPM values for transcripts are reported. TPM values were obtained from the eXpress read
alignment tool and were averaged across replicates (+/- StErr).Supplementary table S1- 60: Average
transcripts per million (TPM) for all genes in enriched KEGG pathways. Pathway analysis was performed
for all differentially expressed transcripts using the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)
database. Only values for transcripts included in significantly enriched pathways (p>=0.05; Fisher’s exact
test) are reported. TPM values were obtained from the eXpress read alignment tool and were averaged
across replicates (+/- StErr).Supplementary table S1- 61: Details of gene ontology enrichment analysis
in Late co-expression profile. Enriched GO groups have been grouped by similar function into manually
selected non-GO functional categories (Functional category). The Gene ontology functional group column
represents all enriched GO groups included in the associated functional category. The Included in GO
analysis column represents all genes included in the enriched GO groups, separated by up and down
regulation. The Similar function column represents all genes which were part of non-enriched GO
functional groups that fall under the relevant Functional category.
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Supplementary table S1- 62: Average transcripts per million (TPM) for all genes in enriched KEGG
pathways. Pathway analysis was performed for all differentially expressed transcripts using the Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database. Only values for transcripts included in
significantly enriched pathways (p>=0.05; Fisher’s exact test) are reported. TPM values were obtained
from the eXpress read alignment tool and were averaged across replicates (+/- StErr).Supplementary
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Supplementary table S1- 64: Average transcripts per million (TPM) for all genes in enriched KEGG
pathways. Pathway analysis was performed for all differentially expressed transcripts using the Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database. Only values for transcripts included in significantly
enriched pathways (p>=0.05; Fisher’s exact test) are reported. TPM values were obtained from the eXpress
read alignment tool and were averaged across replicates (+/- StErr).

Supplementary table S1- 73: Average transcripts per million (TPM) of the most relevant differentially
expressed genes at 2h, 4h, and 24h post-conditioning. IEG groups represents any gene categorized
as an immediate early gene. General learning-related group represents highly relevant mammalian
learning-related genes that do not fall into other categories. Structural group represents any gene
involved in cytoskeletal modification. Guidance group represents any gene involved in axon
guidance. Apoptotic group represents any gene involved in programmed cell death. Gene selection
was based on GO functional group enrichment analysis cross-referenced against the mammalian
learning literature. Average TPM values for transcripts are reported. TPM values were obtained from
the eXpress read alignment tool and were averaged across replicates (+/- StErr).

Supplementary table S1- 74: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h acquisition-trained
group compared to the 2h extinction-trained group. Functional group column represents a general
functional description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from
highest to lowest number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO
functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the
enrichment significance values for each group.Supplementary table S1- 75: Average transcripts per
million (TPM) of the most relevant differentially expressed genes at 2h, 4h, and 24h post-conditioning.
IEG groups represents any gene categorized as an immediate early gene. General learning-related
group represents highly relevant mammalian learning-related genes that do not fall into other
categories. Structural group represents any gene involved in cytoskeletal modification. Guidance
group represents any gene involved in axon guidance. Apoptotic group represents any gene involved
in programmed cell death. Gene selection was based on GO functional group enrichment analysis
cross-referenced against the mammalian learning literature. Average TPM values for transcripts are
reported. TPM values were obtained from the eXpress read alignment tool and were averaged across
replicates (+/- StErr).

Supplementary table S1- 76: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h acquisition-trained
group compared to the 2h extinction-trained group. Functional group column represents a general
functional description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from
highest to lowest number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO
functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the
enrichment significance values for each group.

Supplementary table S1- 77: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h extinction-trained group
compared to the 2h acquisition-trained group. Functional group column represents a general
functional description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from
highest to lowest number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO
functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the
enrichment significance values for each group.Supplementary table S1- 78: Enriched gene ontology
(GO) groups in the 2h acquisition-trained group compared to the 2h extinction-trained group.
Functional group column represents a general functional description used to manually group similar
GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest number of genes detected within each
Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession number.
Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each group.Supplementary table S179: Average transcripts per million (TPM) of the most relevant differentially expressed genes at 2h,
4h, and 24h post-conditioning. IEG groups represents any gene categorized as an immediate early
gene. General learning-related group represents highly relevant mammalian learning-related genes
that do not fall into other categories. Structural group represents any gene involved in cytoskeletal
modification. Guidance group represents any gene involved in axon guidance. Apoptotic group
represents any gene involved in programmed cell death. Gene selection was based on GO functional
group enrichment analysis cross-referenced against
the mammalian learning literature. Average TPM
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values for transcripts are reported. TPM values were obtained from the eXpress read alignment tool
and were averaged across replicates (+/- StErr).

Supplementary table S1- 80: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h acquisition-trained

Supplementary table S1- 82: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h acquisition-trained group
compared to the 2h extinction-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
group.

Supplementary table S1- 83: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h extinction-trained group
compared to the 2h acquisition-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
group.Supplementary table S1- 84: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h acquisition-trained
group compared to the 2h extinction-trained group. Functional group column represents a general
functional description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to
lowest number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group
includes the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance
values for each group.

Supplementary table S1- 85: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h extinction-trained group
compared to the 2h acquisition-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
group.

Supplementary table S1- 86: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h acquisition-trained group
compared to the 24h extinction-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
group.Supplementary table S1- 87: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h extinction-trained
group compared to the 2h acquisition-trained group. Functional group column represents a general
functional description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to
lowest number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group
includes the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance
values for each group.Supplementary table S1- 88: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h
acquisition-trained group compared to the 2h extinction-trained group. Functional group column
represents a general functional description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are
ordered from highest to lowest number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each
GO functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the
enrichment significance values for each group.

Supplementary table S1- 89: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h extinction-trained group
compared to the 2h acquisition-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
126 is the enrichment significance values for each
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column
group.Supplementary table S1- 90: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h acquisition-trained
group compared to the 2h extinction-trained group. Functional group column represents a general
functional description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to
lowest number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group
includes the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance
values for each group.
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Supplementary table S1- 91: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h extinction-trained
group compared to the 2h acquisition-trained group. Functional group column represents a general
functional description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from
highest to lowest number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO
functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the
enrichment significance values for each group.

Supplementary table S1- 92: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h acquisition-trained
group compared to the 24h extinction-trained group. Functional group column represents a general
functional description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from
highest to lowest number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO
functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the
enrichment significance values for each group.Supplementary table S1- 93: Enriched gene ontology
(GO) groups in the 2h extinction-trained group compared to the 2h acquisition-trained group.
Functional group column represents a general functional description used to manually group similar
GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest number of genes detected within each
Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession
number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each group.

Supplementary table S1- 94: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h acquisition-trained
group compared to the 24h extinction-trained group. Functional group column represents a general
functional description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from
highest to lowest number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO
functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the
enrichment significance values for each group.

Supplementary table S1- 95: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h extinction-trained
group compared to the 24h acquisition-trained group. Functional group column represents a general
functional description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from
highest to lowest number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO
functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the
enrichment significance values for each group.Supplementary table S1- 96: Enriched gene ontology
(GO) groups in the 24h acquisition-trained group compared to the 24h extinction-trained group.
Functional group column represents a general functional description used to manually group similar
GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest number of genes detected within each
Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession
number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each group.Supplementary
table S1- 97: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h extinction-trained group compared to
the 2h acquisition-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional description
used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest number of
genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the Gene
Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
group.

Supplementary table S1- 98: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h acquisition-trained
group compared to the 24h extinction-trained group. Functional group column represents a general
functional description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from
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highest to lowest number of genes detected within each
Functional group category. Each GO
functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the
enrichment significance values for each group.Supplementary table S1- 99: Enriched gene ontology
(GO) groups in the 2h extinction-trained group compared to the 2h acquisition-trained group.
Functional group column represents a general functional description used to manually group similar
GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest number of genes detected within each
Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession
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Supplementary table S1- 100: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h acquisition-trained
group compared to the 24h extinction-trained group. Functional group column represents a general
functional description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest
to lowest number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group
includes the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance
values for each group.
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Supplementary table S1- 101: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h extinction-trained
group compared to the 24h acquisition-trained group. Functional group column represents a general
functional description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from
highest to lowest number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO
functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the
enrichment significance values for each group.

Supplementary table S1- 102: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h short-trained group
compared to the 2h long-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes
the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for
each group.Supplementary table S1- 103: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h
extinction-trained group compared to the 24h acquisition-trained group. Functional group column
represents a general functional description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are
ordered from highest to lowest number of genes detected within each Functional group category.
Each GO functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is
the enrichment significance values for each group.

Supplementary table S1- 104: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h short-trained group
compared to the 2h long-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes
the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for
each group.

Supplementary table S1- 105: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h long-trained group
compared to the 2h short-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes
the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for
each group.Supplementary table S1- 106: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h shorttrained group compared to the 2h long-trained group. Functional group column represents a general
functional description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from
highest to lowest number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO
functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the
enrichment significance values for each group.Supplementary table S1- 107: Enriched gene
ontology (GO) groups in the 24h extinction-trained group compared to the 24h acquisition-trained
group. Functional group column represents a general functional description used to manually group
similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest number of genes detected within
each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession
number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each group.

Supplementary table S1- 108: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h short-trained group
compared to the 2h long-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes
the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for
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each group.Supplementary table S1- 109: Enriched
gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h
extinction-trained group compared to the 24h acquisition-trained group. Functional group column
represents a general functional description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are
ordered from highest to lowest number of genes detected within each Functional group category.
Each GO functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is
the enrichment significance values for each group.
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Supplementary table S1- 110: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h short-trained group
compared to the 2h long-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes
the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for
each group.

Supplementary table S1- 111: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h long-trained group
compared to the 2h short-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes
the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for
each group.Supplementary table S1- 112: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h short-trained
group compared to the 2h long-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes
the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for
each group.

Supplementary table S1- 113: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h long-trained group
compared to the 2h short-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes
the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for
each group.

Supplementary table S1- 114: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h short-trained group
compared to the 24h long-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes
the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for
each group.Supplementary table S1- 115: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h long-trained
group compared to the 2h short-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes
the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for
each group.Supplementary table S1- 116: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h short-trained
group compared to the 2h long-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes
the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for
each group.

Supplementary table S1- 117: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h long-trained group
compared to the 2h short-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes
the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact140
column is the enrichment significance values for
each group.Supplementary table S1- 118: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h short-trained
group compared to the 2h long-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes
the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for
each group.
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Supplementary table S1- 119: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h long-trained group
compared to the 2h short-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
group.

Supplementary table S1- 120: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h short-trained group
compared to the 24h long-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
group.Supplementary table S1- 121: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h long-trained group
compared to the 2h short-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
group.

Supplementary table S1- 122: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h short-trained group
compared to the 24h long-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
group.

Supplementary table S1- 123: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h long-trained group
compared to the 24h short-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
group.Supplementary table S1- 124: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h short-trained
group compared to the 24h long-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
group.Supplementary table S1- 125: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h long-trained group
compared to the 2h short-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
group.

Supplementary table S1- 126: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h short-trained group
compared to the 24h long-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
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group.Supplementary table S1- 127: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 2h long-trained group
compared to the 2h short-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
group.
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Supplementary table S1- 128: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h short-trained group
compared to the 24h long-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
group.

Supplementary table S1- 129: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h long-trained group
compared to the 24h short-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
group.Supplementary table S1- 130: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h short-trained group
compared to the 24h long-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
group.

Supplementary table S1- 131: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h long-trained group
compared to the 24h short-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
group.

Supplementary table S1- 132: Full list of Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways
enriched in toad brains following acquisition and extinction or short and long training. All differentially
expressed genes (DEG) in the 2 and 24 hour time-points within each treatment were combined for this
pathway enrichment analysis. Count column shows the number of genes found in each associated
pathway that was significantly enriched, while Fold enrichment is a measure of the magnitude of pathway
enrichment. Repeated entries represent separate KEGG pathways for the same function (e.g. adherens
junction).Supplementary table S1- 133: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h long-trained
group compared to the 24h short-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
group.Supplementary table S1- 134: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h short-trained group
compared to the 24h long-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
group.

Supplementary table S1- 135: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h long-trained group
compared to the 24h short-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
144 is the enrichment significance values for each
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column
group.Supplementary table S1- 136: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h short-trained group
compared to the 24h long-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes the
Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for each
group.
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Supplementary table S1- 137: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in the 24h long-trained group
compared to the 24h short-trained group. Functional group column represents a general functional
description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are ordered from highest to lowest
number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each GO functional group includes
the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the enrichment significance values for
each group.

Supplementary table S1- 138: Full list of Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)
pathways enriched in toad brains following acquisition and extinction or short and long training. All
differentially expressed genes (DEG) in the 2 and 24 hour time-points within each treatment were
combined for this pathway enrichment analysis. Count column shows the number of genes found in
each associated pathway that was significantly enriched, while Fold enrichment is a measure of the
magnitude of pathway enrichment. Repeated entries represent separate KEGG pathways for the same
function (e.g. adherens junction).Supplementary table S1- 139: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in
the 24h long-trained group compared to the 24h short-trained group. Functional group column
represents a general functional description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are
ordered from highest to lowest number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each
GO functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the
enrichment significance values for each group.

Supplementary table S1- 140: Full list of Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)
pathways enriched in toad brains following acquisition and extinction or short and long training. All
differentially expressed genes (DEG) in the 2 and 24 hour time-points within each treatment were
combined for this pathway enrichment analysis. Count column shows the number of genes found in
each associated pathway that was significantly enriched, while Fold enrichment is a measure of the
magnitude of pathway enrichment. Repeated entries represent separate KEGG pathways for the same
function (e.g. adherens junction).

Supplementary figure S2- 1: Nanodrop results of RNA extraction for all samples used in the initial and
updated de novo transcriptome assembly. Panel A: First experiment. Panel B: Second
experiment.Supplementary table S1- 141: Full list of Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
(KEGG) pathways enriched in toad brains following acquisition and extinction or short and long training.
All differentially expressed genes (DEG) in the 2 and 24 hour time-points within each treatment were
combined for this pathway enrichment analysis. Count column shows the number of genes found in
each associated pathway that was significantly enriched, while Fold enrichment is a measure of the
magnitude of pathway enrichment. Repeated entries represent separate KEGG pathways for the same
function (e.g. adherens junction).Supplementary table S1- 142: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in
the 24h long-trained group compared to the 24h short-trained group. Functional group column
represents a general functional description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are
ordered from highest to lowest number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each
GO functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the
enrichment significance values for each group.

Supplementary table S1- 143: Full list of Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)
pathways enriched in toad brains following acquisition and extinction or short and long training. All
differentially expressed genes (DEG) in the 2 and 24 hour time-points within each treatment were
combined for this pathway enrichment analysis. Count column shows the number of genes found in
each associated pathway that was significantly enriched, while Fold enrichment is a measure of the
magnitude of pathway enrichment. Repeated entries146
represent separate KEGG pathways for the same
function (e.g. adherens junction).Supplementary table S1- 144: Enriched gene ontology (GO) groups in
the 24h long-trained group compared to the 24h short-trained group. Functional group column
represents a general functional description used to manually group similar GO groups. GO groups are
ordered from highest to lowest number of genes detected within each Functional group category. Each
GO functional group includes the Gene Ontology accession number. Fisher’s exact column is the
enrichment significance values for each group.
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Supplementary table S1- 145: Full list of Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways
enriched in toad brains following acquisition and extinction or short and long training. All differentially
expressed genes (DEG) in the 2 and 24 hour time-points within each treatment were combined for this
pathway enrichment analysis. Count column shows the number of genes found in each associated pathway
that was significantly enriched, while Fold enrichment is a measure of the magnitude of pathway enrichment.
Repeated entries represent separate KEGG pathways for the same function (e.g. adherens junction).

Supplementary figure S2- 2: Nanodrop results of RNA extraction for all samples used in the initial and
updated de novo transcriptome assembly. Panel A: First experiment. Panel B: Second
experiment.Supplementary table S1- 146: Full list of Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)
pathways enriched in toad brains following acquisition and extinction or short and long training. All differentially
expressed genes (DEG) in the 2 and 24 hour time-points within each treatment were combined for this
pathway enrichment analysis. Count column shows the number of genes found in each associated pathway
that was significantly enriched, while Fold enrichment is a measure of the magnitude of pathway enrichment.
Repeated entries represent separate KEGG pathways for the same function (e.g. adherens junction).

Supplementary figure S2- 3: Nanodrop results of RNA extraction for all samples used in the initial and
updated de novo transcriptome assembly. Panel A: First experiment. Panel B: Second experiment.

Supplementary table S2- 1: RNA integrity analysis for all samples used in the initial and updated de novo
transcriptome assembly. Analysis was done by The Hospital for Sick Children’s Center for Applied Genomics
(TCAG, Toronto, ON).Supplementary figure S2- 4: Nanodrop results of RNA extraction for all samples used
in the initial and updated de novo transcriptome assembly. Panel A: First experiment. Panel B: Second
experiment.Supplementary table S1- 147: Full list of Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)
pathways enriched in toad brains following acquisition and extinction or short and long training. All differentially
expressed genes (DEG) in the 2 and 24 hour time-points within each treatment were combined for this
pathway enrichment analysis. Count column shows the number of genes found in each associated pathway
that was significantly enriched, while Fold enrichment is a measure of the magnitude of pathway enrichment.
Repeated entries represent separate KEGG pathways for the same function (e.g. adherens junction).

Supplementary figure S2- 5: Nanodrop results of RNA extraction for all samples used in the initial and
updated de novo transcriptome assembly. Panel A: First experiment. Panel B: Second
experiment.Supplementary table S1- 148: Full list of Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)
pathways enriched in toad brains following acquisition and extinction or short and long training. All differentially
expressed genes (DEG) in the 2 and 24 hour time-points within each treatment were combined for this
pathway enrichment analysis. Count column shows the number of genes found in each associated pathway
that was significantly enriched, while Fold enrichment is a measure of the magnitude of pathway enrichment.
Repeated entries represent separate KEGG pathways for the same function (e.g. adherens junction).
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7.2 Section 2: Quality statistics and protocols

Supplementary figure S2- 6: Nanodrop results of RNA extraction for all samples used in the initial
and updated de novo transcriptome assembly. Panel A: First experiment. Panel B: Second
experiment.
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Supplementary table S2- 2: RNA integrity analysis for all samples used in the initial and updated
de novo transcriptome assembly. Analysis was done by The Hospital for Sick Children’s Center for
Applied Genomics (TCAG, Toronto, ON).
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